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ReasotisforRQsentsResigIlationPiScovered
By SteveD.Scheer . . "tohappen, therefore, he has to versity of New York, not
In a stmgirig·criticism of beheld responsible," Baruch determines how many
DeanFrancisJ. (Bud)Connelly As a result, enormous num- newstudentsareadmitted,and
.:·andtwoother bighofticials in .. hers d students who filed re- thatthe way tocut.downon the
the School of Business and quests with the CAS, which numberofstudentswastoraise
Public Adtninistration~ the reviews student appeals on its standards. Thus, forcing
Baruch College Faculty Sen- academic matters, were de- studentsoutofthecollegewith-
ate Committee on .hademic prived ofthe legal protections' out regard to how the stan-
o· •
Freedom· and Responsibility o1fer~dbydue process and of- dards were either' changed or
found that the three had vio- ten received harsh judgments applied.
latedstudents'rights to aea- that resulted in the termina- Rosen attempted to justify
demicfreedombyassumingob- tion of their college careers. . the use of"B probation," WIDen ~
ligations legally belonging. to For instance, the number of has since been abolished, by
the .faculty. studentSdeniedreinstatement quoting a member ofthe CAS,
The report,dated May 10, totaled 371 in 1986-87 and who said, "Ifa student digs a
1990, was orjginally. distrib- soared to 781 in 1988-89. Even deep hole, he needs a tall lad-
uted solely to the :faculty. It .more drematie was the in- der to getout." Rosensaidthat
concludedtbatProfessorHaiTy crease of the so-ailled"B pro- the·CAS;int1iatperiOd(198~-.< ..
Boeen, then ~te Dean ·bationoption,"wbichwasem- 90) began toincrease its use of
and·Barbara LambertJ;.~t~e .'ployed nine times in 1984-85 B'probation," a practice which
time Di~ of CurriCular before RoSenandLambert,·but he "mimicked" when deciding
G~~arbitra.rilymade came to beapplied to 660 stu- on cases.
~si<$Qn.tbeir~wn~ern- cleP.ts.!n 1~89.(~-c1Jartl._._.. ~ti~unreasonable to expect
. ing students' appeals. Rosen The "B probation option" re- that students, who may have
and: La1nOert .bypassed the quired students to maintain a neverreceivedaBin theirlives,
SBPA·CommitteeonAcademic3.0gradepoint average in the will be able to earn a B aver-
Standing, .failing· to report semestersfollowing reinstate- age: Angela Anselmo, a coun-
these *tiOns·:dinct1y .to,the .. mente The. Senate found no selorin the Department of
committee in accordance With . evidencein-the' minutes of the Compensatoryprograms, said. Dean Harry posen in better days.
established guidelines. CAS. that thematterorB.pro- There appears to be a 'reeog- . .
_ ,0 •• __ -_.-.-.--_ • • -hatioD." .--_ _~CAScoD1d..on1y _hadJbJu~.yJb.~~t&:.J·ej.llstate..~riate CAS .~_ "" ..__ _
ctl"'dor~·students'· . . ··the-~students -.m-BCCOI'-. students ~on·~.its...:own~:.:,.,... .. . :a.Bulle~" ..
."" righ.ts, ProfessoT Donald SBPA revealed that· the real . dance With certain guidelines. rather than those established tin. an important modification
Smith, .Cbairof the Depart- reasonfor the exCessive useof~staI*8he(t by appntpriate '&I~Where-offiei8tl.Y. CUt any to the state~nt,appears to
ment of Edueation,asserted "B probation" was due to lack authorities. For example, the case,"theBu11etin~·~h . have relievedthe CAS of the
thattbeDeanCWas·wellaware offundingandresourees. The'~·.1974-15UndergraduateBul- stude1its'·may 'be"'ftlnstated broader auth~ty: it had in
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Laoonda Davis, DSSG president-elect.
EleCtIon results are.advlsoryand~ub~tt? flnal.~erIfI~tlon by S£GRC. '.
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By.ErieLoyola· .. '.u, ·····-w8sn'.t-.Ud -visib1e.as.it should . what l.amabOut."Withthe
*'You'rekiddingme?!2f That have been in the' three days of exception of two Baruch Ur-
was the consensual reaction to the election.- . Delandro ex- .ban Demoerats, Marc Benson
the results ofthe. tally com- plainedhiscampaignstrategy: in the lower council and John
pletedontheeveningofThurs- "Iwasworkingmore withclubs, DeMatteo in the upper coun-
day, May 2. The decisive re- talking to the various club. eil, the United Students for.
sultspronounced the indepen-.' presidents, discussing with Action partydominated both
dent candidate, Lavonda them things thatwe wouldlike councils. When asked about
Davis, president of the Day to do over the year with them." herfeelings regardingtheUSA
Session Student Government. Commenting on the strat- 'winnera, Davis said, "It
As a result ofher great zeal egy of his opponent: "In the shouldn't be much of a prob-
on the campaign trail, Davis last two days of the election, lern because of tile fact that
snatched. the. victory' from Lavonda campaigned rather we're there to represent the
.Delandro Wilson, the DSSG's wentotheindividUa1stu~erits. students. I am going to be
exectltive seeretary, who was. .~ga~awaycoklgneandthat t~wil1iogtowor~.withUSA.
considered by many an odds- sort of thing. And apparently A lot of the issues that USA
on favorite to win.. Davis, who that was a lot more effective- raised I agreed with them on."
had 344 votes as testament to than iny campaign," Last year, when a little over
her high visibility on the three Davis said, 'TIl be honest 1,100 students showed up to
days the polls were open, won with you. Someone donated vote, vice-president Apollo
by over 100 votes. .the cologneand the people who Mathew sfrld,"I guess the sense
"I feel really good. I am received that cologne had al- ofapathy in this school hasn't
gonna work hard," said Davis, ready voted," Davis made it dampened me, but it surely
formerly a member of the clear that the cologne .was not makes me feel forthe students.~.".
Evening Session Student offered to induce students to that didn't really care. I don't if< ."',,,k""",""*.
Government's budget commit- . vote for her. Davis' gimmick of like that at all."· Less than-gOO j
tee. By way ofexplanation for giving away men's cologne at- studentsvoted tbis year. "That "
her unexpected victory, Davis tracted more attention than was sort of disappointing, to
says, "There was a lot of dis- she would like, whether it find' out so few voted," said
couragement there in the 00- served her well, or not. Davis.
ginning. But the more dis- Promotional giveaways "But I am really apprecia-
couragernent I face, the more I aside, Davis shared one ofher tive to those that have helped
try harder." ~ strongestcampaigningsecrets: meandlwantthosewhodidn)
Many voters wondered why "I went to some classes where vote for me to know that I am
Delandro had seemingly held I knew the professors and going to be there to work hard
back. "Itwasn'tcase ofholding . asked them if I could take a for the studentsofBaruch Col-
back really," Delandro said. few moments prior to the start . lege." she added.
"Unfortunately our campaign ofclassandexplain to the class
• Membership in chapters and
'affiliate groq.ps..
• Low-cost group life insurance.
• United Buying Service.
• Invitation to the Annual
Meeting.
• Receipt of alumni
publications.
• 10% discount at the Baruch
Bookstore and the CUNY .
Graduate Center's Cafeteria.
• Participation in alumni and
college events.
• Access to Baruch College
Library: .. .
• 15% tuition discount for the
Continuing Studies ·courses held
at Baruch.
2 - TICker News- May 8. 1991
."/
• Use of weight training room,
pool and gymnasium at Baruch.
• Services of the Career Planning
and Placement Office.
• Use of the Graduate Business
-~<TBesourceCenter, including free
workshops.
.9ls oufgift~oyou and because we /(gow you wil{ want your
refationsliip witli tlie Coffege to continue uninterrupted, you
wilf 6e receiving one yearJs membership in tlie
. 'Baruch. Coffege Yl.lumni Yl.ssociation.
.- -We ftopetfiat you wilf availyourse{ves of the benefits provided
by tlie .9lssociation. %ese include: .
'We [ootjorwartf to gour active participation.
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OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, May 23, 1991 1-2:00pm - 2:00pm
ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER LOUNGE/3rd Floor at 135 E. 221
. "
SUMMER 1991 SKILLS IMMERSION PROGRAM
LOOKING FOR A JUMP ABEAD IN COLLEGE?
Depending on the Skills Assessment Tests
eligible to enroll in FREE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Entering students at Baruch College.




Program 1. This is a six-week program in July for
Enteri
and continuing students who failed the Skills Tests i
n May. T
purpose of tne program will be help students to
improve bas
skills in Reading, Writing, Mathematics and Speech;
and to pass t
Skills Exam at the end of the Program.
Program 2. In this program mini-courses (11 day c
ourses
W~iting; and 8 day courses in Mathematics) will be o
ffered in Jur
July -arid" August for mUltiple repeaters -q-f the Skills Assess111
E
Test. Students who failed the Skills Exam -in'
May and he
accumu1ated a number of college credits and fa
ce probatic
debarment and reinstatement should apply to this pr
ogram-.
Program 3. This is a six-week program of credi
t-bearj
courses for continuing freshmen who passed the Sk
ills AssessmE
Tests. The courses offered are: History 1001,
History- 10(
Economics 1001; English 2100; Mathematics 2001; and
'Speech 1010]
Most of these courses will begin in June.
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?
You may skip some of the basic skills courses in the Fa
l.l.
eligible you will receive College credits in a requir
ed course
your core curriculum. The programs are FREE and the
re is NO eRA
for textbooks or materials.
HOW CAN I ENROLL?
You may send the reply form at the bottom of this page
Elizabeth Thangaraj, Room 816, 135 E 22 street, Baruch C
ollege-,
514, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10010 or c
all (~
387-1118. Enrollment is limited.
----------------~--------------
-------------------------












SOCIAL SECURITY NO. :
_
Please circle the program .that you wish to attend:
Program 1 or 2: Math, writing, Reading, Speech
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• Before Rosen and Lambert
. •• The' monthS of July and August are the heavlset months fOr appeals.
SChOOl of BusIneSS and'Public -AdmInistration'Committee on Academic StandIng
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2001 Ba.~Ridge Ave, where Hawkins' was killed. .
Raucci Verdict Dismays Prosecutor
...... ~5:£.>"
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Continued from Front Page "1am sorry bro', but the Ticker They cornered them in front
witness for the prosecution, had said all these nasty things 2001 Bay Ridge Avenue and
Kim Schlecker, had testified aboutme wheneverythingfirst Joseph Fama, at the side of
that she had seen Raucci run happened." What the Ticker Keith Mondello, shot Hawkins
by her with a bat shortly be- had in fact done, in a Septem- twice. He died 15minuteslater
fore Hawkins was shot. Buton ber 1989 issue, was print com- clenching with one hand the
March 7 Schlecker burst into mentarieamade by students ann ofElizabethGalarza, who
tears in court and refused to aroundBaruch. Before Raucci . lived around the corner, -and
testify against Raucci. .She could say how he felt about the clutching a candy bar in the'
claimed she was spent physi- verdict, a memberofhis family other. . . .
cally and emotionally. Owens Wisked him away and added, In earlier trials, the gun-
told prosecutors, "You're ask- "He feels good," man Fama, was convicted of
ing the jury to speculate.. The Bensonhurst case first murderandsentenced32years
There's no way I can let this erupted on a warm summer to life in prison. Mondello was
conviction stand." eveningofWednesdayAug.23, acquitted of murder. but con-
Hawkin'sparents, ·Diane .. -1989, a year when police sta- victed last May ofriot, unlaw-
Hawkins and Moses Stewart, tistics shewed., ti,-&;op in bias. fulimp~~e~~~~tW:n~- .
who ~rl;__~_:~C~l.R!~~::---;~~~~T8ftP.eD16,8.Dd"_~~m~~~s:.'~dSTI!,@J..,~~,u ...
thattheprOSeCutb~sofftelrlurdu,-~,compamomf,orieofwhieh..'possess1OR-Of.a weapon..In .
not pursued the case with was Luther Sylvester, a rela- June, Judge Owens senten~~d
enough vigor, could not .be. tive of Michael Grifti~h who M?ndello to51/2~J~yeennn
reached for comment. himselfwas killed in19861n a pnson. . .. .
(The Rev. Al Sharpton, who racial incident at Howa1"dBarrySchwart~:'Monden()'s
as served as an advisor to the Beach, arrived at 20thAvenue lawyer,asked,the. __,_.·.,,~., z.,
fam.ny.~d,.~:~nk4\:if .~. _, $Pdi~~,at~t~_~.M. ,~~~~~,~ _:
continuing outl'age how t¥s . ~Ylul~COID8!DJ¥~~~t:_.:~~,~..~ .:_" . .' ._ .
case has di....n- ...-I m·to·ver.- ~.~';'.1.~~~~... t.-g:it: - (mcJ8r ',.... -... :,.-~ . ~~u~J*jii.iJt_ . ~~.'" .~_·~·-,_:-.~~:_,::"":"",,,~-~,.oDIt.··_ ~jAD,!,'~U--~ -~-;r
~~~~;1f.9! l'~ - . -- ., ... 1...-.;..' Schwartz argues that the sen-
"Wiiii~'tYaftk ''iiOI8ti0il8 ·dwm·· . them.....--.."ermg·uuYJng. " '.' -. . J .~-Ow
-: . . de""" HavingbeeW rumors that tenceunpoeedby UUlS1P ens
mur r, 'hej too barsb.and that there
Raucci's stepfather, Louis agroupofbllU:kswere~t r was ..' '.
Alfano, told reporteJ'S, -m my way to the pTed~DUnantlY was considerable di~~nc:
heart I felt he was innocent white enclave looking to start betweenthesente~1Dlpose
andthat there is a God above." a fight, white youths armed on othe~ Bensonhurst defen-
Raucci, whohadat firstwalked with ba~ golf clubs and. at dants tried after Mondello.
away' from Ticker personnel, leastone gun chased Hawkins







this, Ms. Desario, when you
put your head down, did You
see who went around the cor-
ner?"
The Court: This is- I will
read Irene, "The Witness: I
'saw Joe Filma and Keith
.Mondello go around the cor-
ner.The Court: Didyou see;
ever see Raucci go around·the
Mr. Diamond: Once again, I corner? TheWitness: No.The
renew my motion to setaside Court: Why not??"
the verdict as to their remain- And then that was sus-
ing counts in their entirety. -. tained. Then Ms. Desario said
The weight.ofthe evidence of ., "Iamgoing to showyouwhat-
the. credible testimony of the " let's go from here. I saw that..
People's witnesses do not set Here's the other passage here
forth, as a matter of Iaw, an that bothers me. "The Court:
unlawful imprisonment. The After you put your head down,
testimonyis that theyhadno- .did you hear the shot? The
The Court: Are you stating Witness: Yes. I thought it was
that the evidence is legally in- firecrackers. The Court:·How
sufficient? much time pasSed from the
Mr: Diamond: Yes. . time you put your head down
The Court: What·do you say until· Mr. Raucci passed until
to that, whoever is going to you heard the shots? The Wit-
speak for the prosecution? ness: It was quick."
Mr. Rhodes: As you stated, So .actually, perhaps he did
itis not the weight ofthe evi- go around the comer. I am not
. dence, it is legal sufficiency of sayingwhetherhe didordidn't,
the evidence. The question is I wasn't there, but I do know
whether a rational trier ofthe from the evidencehere, nobody
facts, the jury, based on the ever placed him on the scene.
evidence, probably could have' Now you had a witness who
found this Defendant guilty could have done it, Kim
-be-"ona-a're8SOiiiDlifQo\iDl~0ii---setitec:k~1'~'Whateverthe-nmn-e
th; elem~nts-ofthecrlm;;the . Is, mid she t-efused·tO·testify.
unlawful imprisonmentand- But I can only go by what is in
Your Honor went through frontofme,notwhatisoutside
seven elements. of this ~vi~nc~ And...the evi- -
The Court: On the menac- denee-« _~obody ever put him
ing- there... ..
Mr. Rhodes: On the menac-Mr.Rhodes: It 18 the ~­
ing, :a1so - the evidence is nessoftbepo1ic~,the~u~ness
that this Defendant, with a of the prosecution, It IS the
batinb!s~~~wing.wbat.~_=::~~~~
was-gOlng._ on.t.ran~~,.~.~;-;:.-.: .. ,." -..• L.~1."" busineSs
Avenue,;' Ddt .--the-:eBd~ .. :~;- .•"'~.It.18 ., .~: ._.. .
crowd, but in the third tier of of the law to reqwre someone
two people, not tenfeetbehind placing a Defendant at..the
KeithMondello~He ran to the scene.
corner he passed Irene The Court: How can you ad-
Desario, not ~wenty feet from .mit someone ifyou are not on
that comer ~ because when the scene? How can you sur-
IreneDesario lookedup when round someone unless you are.
she heard theguns~there there?
""werenomen withbats. Thirty .Mr. Rhodes: The evidence
people at least~hirty·peop~e sliows that he was there. The
running down. the street left evidence shows that he w~
on 20th Avenue. around the comer. The eVl-
The Court: Well, I read the dence shows you-
transcript. During the time of The Court: I tell you wha~,
the jury verdict and until this counsel: You go thr~l1gh this
date Ireadthetranscriptover transcnpt and show me any-
and ~ver and rm troubled by place in there where you ~ut
what I see in the transcript. I Raucci around the comer Wl.th
tell you why I am troubled. ~heres~ofthem.Theypu.thim
PerhapsMr.Raucci waS there, In a·third group•. I read It.
forinstance,andprobablyfrom. Mr. Rhodes: Your H~o~,
the statementhemade,placed page 327, ~rene Desano. 15
himself there. But from the asked this: '.
evidence here, no wherein "Q. After-you heard ~ese
there can you show me any- four~kers,wheredidyou
body saw Raucci on the scene. look.
They sawhim at the corner. I A. Up 20th Avenue. .
read it time and time again. Q. Was anyone around you
Now, whathappened-fmnot at that time?
saying the People shouldhave A. No. -.- •
done it, but you never made a.. Q. Were any of the white
motion for the court to charge males that you .saw on that
.. cli-eUmstantial evidence. And corner~ 69th and 20th the~·
here letme read eomethingto at that time?
u that really troubled me A. No.
:-abouttbia C888. - Q. Were~y.utbemfurther
-rbe'eoan: !At me ask you CoaIialUd Oft PotJe9·
~tfolloW8i:fI anedited tran-
script oftM criminlJl trial en-
. titled, The Peopleofthe State
ofNew York ggainst Pasquale'
Raucci, Defend4nt. LouisDia-
mond W08 the,attorney for the
defendant. Fortheprosecution
was Assistant District Attor-
neY, Ross Rhodes~
........-.-..... -.. T?' ..,~- .........,. '.- _.;:'!""_ c __ ".:. '"
'.
additions that are to replace
some of Barucl1's need to rent
space. Site A is on 25thS~t
and is presently under works
and 24th Street is the location
for Site B whiehfs" to begin
construction in 1992 and com-
pleted sometime by 1995. But
that's the future.
As for the present,Deborah
Bick-Dugan puts it this way,
"I'm so exci ted by 'this and hav-
ing worked onit for threeyears-
I feel like I've arrived."
Anyone interested in infor-
mation about the expanded
center and programs can con-
tact Deborah Bick-Dugan at
(212) 387-1100.
firmative action programs un-
til acting President Joyce
Brown established a seven-
member affirmative action
committee, whoseresponsibil-
ity it is to make sure the pool of .
candidates be as'wide and var-
ied as possible to give women
and minorities an opportunity
to applyfor posi tions they were
previously excluded from.
Even Wyschogrod adds the
previous administration did
not encourage dialogue be-
tween the various ethnic
groups at the college. .
Sirgado, like other faculty
members, look to the next ad-
ministration for changes. "I
certainly hope that with the
new administration a process
of healing and understanding
as well as a lack of ignorance
will emerge among the faculty
and staff alike," she says,
CH~NGINGNEW YORK
Affirmative Action Memo
Services Audrey Williams to
~ - .
develop an educational compo-
nent for the childcare program.
This included "educational op-
portunities for the children as
well as internships for Educa-.
tion majors."
Bick-Dugan though was
wary, "The money comes from
the state and there are no sa-
cred cows. It's pretty scary.
We'll have to find other
sources." Brown's memo as
well mentioned finding other
funding sources..
The future for the Learn-
ing Center includes moving
-again. In 1986, Baruch was
given permission to construct
Site A and Site ·B, two large
Continued from Front Page
vital. At the same time, it is
important to make sure that
the best qualified candidates
be hired and merit be the over-
riding issue ofany search pro-
cess."
As those who have read the
memo attempt to understand
the reasons for its existence in
the first place, many allude to
the racial climate under the
administration offormerPresi-
dent Joel Segall and the re-
sultingbacklash thatgives rise
to such documents.
"During and prior to former
President Segall's administra-
tion, Baruch wasadministered
by a 'white old boy network' in
which no person of color and
very few women held major
administrative positions,"says
Smith. Sirgado explains that
there were no meaningful af-
our program.' Our program is
reallyeducationallyanddevel-
opmentally sound for the chil-
dren we have. Idon'tthinkthe
focus of the program will
change with expansion but it
will be bigger and there'll be.
more staff."
Bick-Dugan estimated that
there were 300 student par-
ents in the Baruch population
and she added, "To put your
child in a program, a sound
safe program is a benefit to
anyone with children. So even
if students don't have a need
for daycare, I don't understand
why they wouldn't have a de-
sire."
She mentioned as well that a
need Baruch couldn't afford
that's attracted a lot of inter-
est is infant daycare. "It's too
costly and the space we're get-
tingis notsuitable for infants."
The current daycare center
costs 75000 dollars to run. A
third of which has to be
matched by Baruch. That
amount is currently supported
by the Student Center's secre-
tarial staff and by Bick-
Dugan's own salary. There is
also a fee of eight dollars a day
made by the student Parent
but this fee is flexible based on
need.
The funds for the expanded
daycare facili ties are supposed
to come from the state. In a
memo dated April 11, Baruch
Acting President Joyce Brown
announced that the state had
agreed tofundboth the obtain-
ing and operating costs for a
center that could take care of
forty to sixty children. Presi-
dent Brown had also asked the
Acting Dean of the School of
Education and Educational
ing in 18th Street. The Board
of Health having already
looked at the capacity has ad-
vised that approximately 35
children between the ages of
two to five will be able to at-
tend the new facility. Deborah
Bick-Dugan, Assistant Direc-
tor of Student Life however
asserted that, " Since Baruch
isona staggeredschedule with
.people coming to school on
Monday and Wednesday. and
others coming on Tuesday and
Thursday,
we could concievably handle
twice that number."
_Cw:T.ently there are only five
children able to participate in
the development program be-
cause ofspace limitations for
the Center at its 22nd Street
location.
The cost to run the expanded
center will be about $200,000.
Costs involve furniture to be
bought, classroom supplies as
well as salaries and benefits
for teachers and support staff
that need to be added. How-
ever the present program isn't
expected to alter radically.
Anne Austin, teacher-direc-
tor of the center, said, "The
thrust ofthe program is based
on experience and play. Mate-
rials areopen-endedina guided
enviorment so that children
can make discoveries." _
Deborah Bick-Dugan in-
cluded, "We're really proud of
Tots Obtain New
Daycare Center
Pick up a copy in the lobby of any Baruchbtmaing
By The Way, Which One Of You Guys Posed
For The Photo On Page 5? Nice Shot!
The TickerWould Like To
. -
Congratulate The Staff Of
Dollars and $ense For A
Fantastic Job. ~,
.-:..... ~.. -.-... -( .._-
Th'ey said, "It can't be done!"..
But You Did It G~ys ...
6 • TICker NeWs· May 8, 1991
By Tom Baby
Baruch's daycare center, The
Ross Schoenberger Early
Learning Center is set to grow
by leaps and bounds. Plans
are underway so that by the
fall semester the Center will-
move from its current small
spaceon the secondfloorat the .
Student Center on East 22nd
Street to a bigger bright new
facility that has yet to be con-
structed on 19th Street. This
new center would include two
large classrooms, a kitchen fa-
cility and a place for student
parents to be with their-ehil-
dren. The Center would..also
be fully staffed and without
costing the average Baruch
student anything.
The Center's new space is as
a result ofhard work, negotia-
tion and a tremendous gift by
Martin Silver, owner of the
18th Street building where
Baruch rents space to hold
classes. Professor Marilyn
Mikulsky, Director ofCampuSe.
Planning stated, ~e have
been renegotiating the entire
lease for the building and we
told of our great need for a
daycare center and he gra-
ciously made us this offer."
The space is located on 19
Streetovera loadingdock. The
expanse is over 2000 square
feet and construction costs are
being absorbed in the cost of
fees Baruch will pay for rent-
•s;
on by the probation depart- didn't act alone.
ment, relied on by the People Th~ Court: Counsel, I tell
and that the Court may con- you. You may appeal what I
sider them as reliable state- did.
ments of the Defendant's in- Mr Rbod N I. es: 0, am sorry.
volvement. I am speaking sentences and
The Court: I read the state- I'm speakingofthis Defendant
mente as someone who did not act
Mr. Rhodes: We know that alone. This is not a ease where
this Defendant was the one he acted alone. This is not a
who tells us the battle cry was case where an isolated-
not "they are here" as we were The Court: What do you sug-
told, the battle cry was "the gest I do to Mr. Raucci, Mr.
niggersare here." Atthat point Rhodes?
he-- Mr. Rhodes: Your Honor, I
The Court: Well, he prob- suggest that you impose the
ably said it. maximum sentence permis-
Mr. Rhodes: At that point he sible by law.
ran down the streetafter these The Court: Why should I
four victims. Your Honor, this treat Raucci differently from
is not an ordinary case. A the sentence I gave Joe
proper function of sentencing Serrano? Just tell me?
is deference, a proper function Mr. Rhodes: He was placed
of sentencing is protection of with his bat running down the
the community. This commu- street going towards them and
nity needs tobe protected from Your Honor knows from the
this kind ofact. testimony of Kim Schlecker
~ -
- _.- - - - - . -_.
Rauccis~~ }UI1~c..with h~ la.,~,:_~,~r~~.,~j;~ ~ ~
Honor. 0iiJ' office h8d fOr- 'l1le~ ComlS8l, J am an,HiisWstim(ltlY-dlathe ......
warded to-yoii and toMr. ma- not trying todegradethis~, aroundthatcomer
wiliha bsse
mond, a letterstatingourposi_ butifthiscasehadnotbad the ~l bat. ~t was not the
taon. We feel that this defen- highprofile-I'mtalkingabout eVldence against Mr. Serrano.
dant had, if you will, knowl- Raucci now, I am only- with ThisDefendantwasatthefront
edge of what he was doing. respect to Raucci, not the oth- of that pack. This Defendant
This Defendant's own state- ers. If Raucci had come by needs to be dealt with as se-
ments paint a very different himselfto Part 8, and this case vere1yas the law allowsfor his
picture of what he was doing. did not have the political and own involvement, for the pro-
The Court: I didn't see the social implications thatithad, tection of the community, for
statements. chances are part 8 through 60 the vindication ofjustice.
Mr. Diamond: They were not read at the arraignment, he The Court: Do you want to
introduced during the trial, probably give him probation. say anything Mr. Diamond?
they were suppressed. Based on him, fm not talking Mr.Diamond: I think
The Court: They were sup- about the others, only Raucci. though, fm- as an om- of
pressed. Mr. Rhodes: Your Honor, I this court, I woUld like to set
Mr. Rhodes: That's correct. can'tconceiveofa casewherea one thingclear. They standup
And Your Honor is entitled to Defendant isbrought in andis here and they keep on using
considerthem. Theyweresup- found guilty of acting with a the verbal epitaphs attributed
pressed not for unreliabUity, mob- be's not here alone, he tomy client. Nobody that they
but for legal reasons. Relied is not in any partalone andhe called as a witness in this trialever said what you said just
now and what the detective
said that nobody believed.
Nobody got up there and said
that, except your office. Now I
am ready for sentencing. My
clientisreadyfor sentence. He
expresses his remorse. I be-





probation is in order here.
The Court: Anyt.bing you
wish to say Mr. Raueci?
The Court Clerk: Anything
you wish to _ybefore
Mr. Baueci: No, thank yOD.




clear what we are talking
about. Wearenottalkingabout
justice for this Defendant, be-
cause you know what Kim
Schlecker's testimony-
The Court: I will tell you
what I am talking about. Let
me tell you what I am telling
you about legal sufficiency of
the evidence. I don't think
that's it. That's the end of it.
You made your record.
Court Clerk: Mr. Diamond,
Mr. Raucci, is there any legal
reason why sentencing cannot
be imposed?
Mr. Diamond: No.
Court Clerk: Is the Defen-
dant ready to be selltenced?
Mr. Diamond: Yes.
Count Clerk: The Assistant
DA, you Mr. Diamond and you
Mr.Raucci can make a state-
ment in regard to that sen-
tencing. Does the DA wish to
be heard at this time?





say Raucci was on the scene.
He was at the corner, yes, and
she testified assoon as she put
her head down, she heard the
shots.
Mr. Rhodes: She also testi-
tied that she was putting her
child into the car and that it
was at the point where she
could lock it, that she heard
the gunshots.
The Court: I'm inclined to go
with Mr. Diamond, that this is
legallyinsufficient, even about
the viewedevidence in the most
favorable light. You have cer-
tain kinds of evidence. That
was not what was given here.
The only charge that remains
is that- Raucci's having the
bat. The others, will grant
counsel's motion.
Mr. Rhodes: I don't believe
the Defendantat thispointcan
object. There was no circum-
stantial evidence charged
when none was requested.
The Court: You didn't re-
quest it, he didn't request it,
and as I said-
Mr. Rhodes: Andyour charge
was not objected to.
The Conrt: I didn't charge it.
I never charged circumstan-
tial evidence.
Mr. Rhodes: That's right,
and there was no request to
charge.
The Court: I don'tblamehim.
Mr. Rhodes: And there was
no objection for failure to
charge circumstantial evi-
dence. Your Honor, Irene
Desano puts him running to-
WBr-Qs...the runner.
'the- €ourt: Mr. Rhodes, I
tell you." As I said, I read it
through and through and from
the way I see it, it's my calL I
don't see why you placed him
on the scene. Consequently,
there is noway thatI can, form
my vantage...point, pemrit the
unlawful imprisonment and
menacingat this time. I think
it is legally_sufficient. What
happens is that you may take
your appeal to the proper divi-
sion and I'm sure they may
agree or they may disagree, I
don't know. They are over
worked over there, they have
tremendous amounts of work
to do, but they, such as I, they
call it the way they see it and
that is the way it should be.
That's part ofthe system. You
have a right to appeal what I
do, and the Appellate Court
can review what I've done, but
I really don't see it, I don't see
it.
Mr. Rhodes: Let's make it
Club Party End~With A Bang
Top FOllr Ticker Headlines
DSSG Poster Machine Breaks Down
Spring 1990
Dean's Office Investigates Sex Incident
Trial Transcript
Continued from Page 7
down 20th Avenue towards
68th Street?
A. No."
Your Honor, the testimony
ofTroy Banner, the testimony
of Claude-
The Court: Troy Banner,
only person that really ever
identified there, to my recol-
lection, was Keith Mondello.
Mr. Rhodes: Thars right.
The Court: What happened
to the otherpersons? Theyput
themselvestherebytheirstate-
ments, butKeith Mondellowas
the only one identified andI-
to my recollection, Keith
Mondellc was the only one
picked out ofa line-up. That's
my recollection.
Mr. Rhodes: And your
Honor, Pasquale Raucci was
identified as being about ten
feet behind Keith Mondello
running with a bat.
The Court: Counsel, all I am
tellingyou is that nobodyfrom
the prosecution's office asked
thecourt to chargecircumstan-
tial evidence. Now you look
through that. Have you ever
asked me to charge circum-
stantialevidence? I was noton
my own going to charge it.
Mr. Rhodes: And the defense
did not request it either.
The Court: I don't blame the
defense. Defense would have
beenstupidtoaskme to charge
it.
Mr. Rhodes: In summation,
what we stated was clear, the
evidence that this jury had
before it was clear. The only
thingthatcould-have-bappened
with Pasquale Raucci after he
passed Irene Desario that
wouldhavehim notat the scene
WIth a bat In his hand but he
disappeared in the- into the
twilight zone.
The Court: You are asking
the jury to speculate because
you did not see him, he must
have beenat the scene and I
am telling yO\( I to.J4the jury
not to specUlate.
Mr. Rhodes: I would not ask
the jury to speculate, I would
ask the jury to draw the infer-
ences that have to be drawn
from this evidence where-
The Court: One consistent
with guilt orinnocence thejury
must come with inference.
Mr. Rhodes: No inference is
consistent with innocence. All
of the people that went around
the corner, according to the
surviving victims, were sur-
rounding them.
The Court: Counsel, no
where in the transcript does it
..... oC· .
............•
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IT: How did the Albany trip
come about? .
JB: I Decame concerned about
that fact that Baruch students
wanteU to get involved in hav-
ing their voices heard in terms
of protests, in terms of being
on the record, ofbeingopposed
to the· tuition increases , cut
backs in financial aid, as well
as the overall budget. And it
wasalso clear to me that I had
an overwhelmingobligation to
the majori1;yof'the Students to
keep clas~gOing•.However,
what·} feltw88Un~twas





ous campuses, " said Dr. W.
Ann Reynolds, the university
Chancellor.
The· takeovers, which inter-
ruptedclasses at some colleges
foras longas three weeks, have
resultedinextendedsemesters
for some of the schools.
Borough ofManhattan Com-
munity College extended .its
semester to june 13, while
EugeniaMariadeHostos Com-
munity College added only one
day to its semester. New York
Tech extended its semester to
June 3, adding ten days to the
semester. Bronx Community
CollegeandYorkCollegeadded
the most number of weeks to
the semester. The students
will have to attended classes
for two more weeks ending
June 7.
measure of diversity, ltaruch
scholars, a Ticker staffper.son
and members of govemmeni
were also invited.
Miller was summoned to a
meetingwith the Governorand
was unable to meet the stu-
dents, but they spoke to his
counsel, Peter Yates, instead.
The students, among which
were Baruch scholar Howard
Dent, Day Session StUdent
Government member Venetia
Trinidad and Helena Marra of
the Society, for Human Re-
sources Management, metwith
Yates for under an hour.
They collectively and articu-
lately expressed the emotions
and duress, which had driven
many of their peers to vocifer-
ously protest the Governor's
proposal and unlawfully pos_
sess the Cl!NY schools which
they attend. Said the Ticker
staffer, "The cost ofattending
C~.th.reatens to become so
p~ohibttive that it will under-
rrune the historical mission of
CUNY, ~'hich was to insure
~ccessibi1ity to higher educa-
tion for all, and will ration op-
portunity by the ability to pay
a~d .turn a basic right into a
pnVllege." .
FOllowing the m~eting the
students were introduced to
the state as bI . ... . sem yasltwasln
;SS100:. Marra ofSHRM said
eased on the response we re.:
celved from the state assem-
bly, the trip was worth it." The
students also met and encour~
aged Ed Sullivan, the chair of
~~~ly'sHighe~~~_
...... ttee .veea"-.r..~.",.,J-, " .•....1l~..'. ,. -'.. ,...'ClI ~,. ., •....
.' . ."' : .. ";.;;';:,. "
state's legislators -'-cmtr·,:·· ':
graduates. . '. . ...
.~ .
. ~;
. . ~~. '..,,-
.;~
Over 3000 attend protest at World Trade Cen~eT.
Hostos and City College, none nical College in downtown
of the Baruch occupiers face Brooklyn and at York College
any disciplinary charges or in -Jamaica, Queens, the police
criminal charges. ' enforced temporary restrain-
The day following Baruch's ing orders issued by Justice
failed take over, 200 students Alice Schlesinger of State Su-
wearing student-nurse uni- preme Court in Manhattan
forms, over-anxious to gradu- b . f '. amng urther unlawful occu-
ate and take their licensing pation. Ian McGowan, the edi-
exam, stonned the buildingand tor of the campus newspaper
confronted the occup·~~gforce wasarrested I ith I
f
J' a ong wi e even
o two dozen students Inside th ho ers w 0 refused to leave-.
the Borough of Manhattan Arrested students received
Community College. . desk appearance tickets and
On Friday, April 26 approxi- released.
mately 200 police officers took ~
ba k B ~ne university had no
c ronx Community Col- choice but to enforce the court
lege, an-esting 19 students who d .or ers, given the fact that a
remained in defiance of court all
orders. sm group ofprotestors were
On S infringingon the rightsoftheir
aturday morning, April fellow students to receive an
27, at Lehman College in the d
Bronx,atNewYorkCityTech_ e. ucation,creatingconfronta_
tional situations on the van-






On Wednesda Ma speeches. One of the sched-
City Co·II lY', Y 1, the uled speakers was TIt hill. ege of New York be- .. om ..
came the last campus in th Days earlier, acting Presi-
City University system to ~ ~entJo.>:ceF. Brown hadnego-
surrendered by its student oc- tI~tedWIththe students to per-
cupiers. Beleaguer'ed by th nut them to occupy the student
threat of~l;--__~ . r: e center and the administration
~notrorces b ildl "I
and themountingirntation of . ui ng'. waspreparedtobe
. fellowstudents, timorousin the . Inconvemenced.. I was pre-
face of losing semester credits ~a;e; to send s~ to other
because of the lockouts ui ngs to work, said Brown.
than they feared the i r' mo~ . It w~ ~derstoodthat the 23
ity of a $500 tuiti hiP.kobahh
Il- st. building would not be taken
on e, t e because cl h 1
studentoccupierslefttheb 'ld B assesare e d there.
ings at 2:00 A.M. W - rown adde~, "I only had but
The anemic condition fth one bottom line and that was
protests was evidenc:d a~ classes h.ave to continue."
Baruch by the lack ofenthusi_ . A senes of phone calls re-
ssm with· hi h th 1 ceived at the student activities
w c e exhorta- ffi hi
tionsofChivon Thornhill 0 Ice, w ch served as com-
received. Thornhill took :~re mandcenter,informed the stu-
familiar perch on the be h s dents about that which they
outside of the 23 st. bui:nes .already knew: the occupation
which had bee r: ibl g, of23 st. was unlawful in viola-n rorci y occu- ti f h . .'
pied throughout the previous on 0 t e UmverSIty's bylaws
evening and early morning :d );"o~l procedures and
hours of Wednesday April 24 . ent .epolicewouldbeprompt
by the councilmem~rand his ~n commg. Afew~~utespast
associates for the second . A.M. the admInIstration
Enboldened by the succe::::i f~~edthefinalCall;.t~eyasked
takeover of the student center . the last admimstration
and the 23 st b ·ldi ~ember leave because the p0-w ng, mem- lice would t
hers ofthe group attempted to the . arres everyone on
take over the 24th st. building rrt:enu~s.
. They were thwarted by a lack .barricades were an in-
ofpersonnel ~ongother fac- :~~=~ce that th~custodial
tors. Thornhill, however fared b ty staff disposed of
muchbetterattheWorldTrade 'Y 9 A.M. and students were
Center protest h· able to attend classes. Unlike
than 3000 gatbe:e;r: ~ore :he students at the other col-
ear eges and like the students at
~~~ch Stu
h
dents Meet State Assembl
S· B
sue as the Tuitio As . tan .
. . y
IX aruch students, actin Pr . n SIS ce eqwtable way ofre
solvin the T
presidentJoyceF. Brown anJ ta1~ w~c~ faces cuts to- state'sfiscalproblems Mi~ r! d APcutsand 5500Baruch stu-
Teny Karamanos eli to' f mg $10 IJUlhon. propo
s .... l would' . e. s ents alone would lose some
~ Tee r 0 On March 21 . ~ Increas
e the ~ f fi ial ai
external relations, went to . . ' Miller pro- perso
nal income tax rate VJ.t'"=' 0 .nana aid,
meet with the Speaker of th posed rarsrng' state income 7.875
percent to 8 66 from Speaking about the reasons
N.Y. State Assembly M ~ ~~s by ~most $1 billion to and would
gradu~ll ~rcent that produced the idea of the
Miller, N.Y.'s top Dem~:c at In clOSIng a $6 million bud- duced over
the next th;ee re- ~ban! trip, Brown said, "This
legislator and one of the th ~gaP.~ebrokesharplYwith to its c
urrent level Th y~ars Isoneldealhadforsomething
legislative leaders directly~: . v. Mario Cuomo's refusal to which wo
uld cost th e p an, that was constnlctive, if the
v~lved in the budget negotia- ~~~~broad-basedtaxes.In taxpayer $115
the ;r::e~e ~t~d~ntswantedtoparticipate
tions on the 1991-92 bi d ~ect:tng what he termed a re- would
restora.J y ar, In 1t.
u get. gressive tax re, In part cuts to
B
The former chair of the d measure, Miller education
funding , . rown contacted student
Assembly's Higher Education argue that the Govemor!s The
Governor's bu t activitiesstaffandasked them
Committee and a graduate of pro~ 10-e~nt-a-gallon in- posal would cut $9~~l
tro- to asse~ble on short notice a
the City University of New creasel,lngasoh
netaxeswould from the univerSl'ty b d on delegation of students. "We
~ k' pena rze the poor .
u get wanted t d h
or system, Milleris familiar H . . . prompt
ing a $500 tuiti .' s u ents w owererep-
with the University's budget e m~ntained that an in- crease
for CUNY whi :n Inci resentative of our students in
an~t~J~zantofhow crucial c~e tax .Increase that would to be for fr
ee ar:d no: use u:rms o.f the socio-economic
are the stuC:lent aid programs, ~:;_:~~~allraffect N .Y.'s up- $1450ayear. More than 5~~~~
~fficulties and the struggle
. e c ass, was a more students wou
ld be affected b at they had to put up to go to






cation and friends for life, if a
student is wise enough to capi-
talizeon what is beingoffered.
While we students in the
City University of New_ York
rebel against the increased
tuition and reduced services it
isimportantwe neverlosesight
ofthe fact thatwhile an afford-
able education is our right, a
disregard ofthose studies that
we are trying so hard to main-
tain affordable, will only lead
to probation and eventual dis-
missal. The schools must pro-




ing for an apple to remain ten
cents instead oftwenty only to












Get Into Your Culture
professor alive, Professor
Chowes of both the Statistics
and Psychology Departments.
Dr. Martinez.
The entire English Depart-
ment. Most notably Profes-
sors Paula Berggren, Addison
Gayle and Charles "eM"Riley.
Conflict of interest noted and
ignored.
Associate Dean Joan-Japha.
Dorothy, Lenny, Juan ,
Kwan,Willy, Lila, and Angelo
of the Student Center.
Now I hope you freshman
got the message. There are
many problems, which I like
you, once lamented over inces-
santly. However, if you close
your eyes to the deficiencies
you will undoubtedly come to
see that Baruch is an institu-
tion full of lovable people. It
provides a .udent a fine edu-
By Richard I. Erdey she is, is a mix. .Because of
The rapper/philosopher this, the child.will identify as
KRS-ONE once said, "when one more American than anything
doesn't know about the other else. In this particular case, I
one~S"culture,ignoranceswoops feel that all that child will re-
down like a vulture." Yes, that ally have will be some superfi-
was very true..As I have gone cial knowledge of both back-
througb::tifirj;jmning. obse! \fa ~-grotmds:- T ~ ~,.... ~. ~ y.. ~
ing, and Iearning, IMNe~ For a peraob wi'th>ool~one
tJiat many whit& people who. ethnicbp.ckgr~!IDd,there is no .
come from different cultural excuse. I~~%vingbeen mem-
backgrounds have l~t or for- ber of the l~ian Society for
gotten them. almosttwoy~~~ve~JA"Ded
I remember going to high that many ~ple that aren't
school' em one-' speeftle St. first generittf6D: ItSlians aon~t
Patrick's - day. Our school know much~utWhat it is to
Prayer was done in Gaelic be one. Many 01the people in
(Irish language). One red- theclubmaydisagree with me,
but this is my own personal
belief.
I am from an Irish family and
ifitweren'tformyfather teach-
ing me some of the myths and
history ofmy ethnic culture, I
would not know much about
being Irish either. My father
even gave me a thick book on
Irish history. I never read it. I
guess I feel that laman Ameri-
can and that I do.n~t~.ne.})to
read about Irish history.
Now, here is your food for
thought. Who's fault is it that
most whites don't know much
about their ethnic culture and
backgrounds? Is it the boardof
educations fault or is it the
white American's fault?
I hope that I haven't offended
anyone by writing this article.
I am merely going by what I
see in everyday life.
headed Irish kid said, "What
the f- was that?" I sharply
turned around and said, "That
~ was your native tongue, a-
hole!" That wasonlyone minor
example of how whites have
become "just Americans."
One ofthe most common situ-
ations that often takes place is
the one in which a white per-
son marries another person
from a different ethnic
backround. The childthat they
will have will feel thatallhe or
\
The school also has many
physical problems. We've all
complained about the walk
from the 18th street building
tothe 23rdstreetbuilding. Carl
Aylman has probably been
askedten thousandtimes, why
our parties must end at ten
o'clock. The elevators at "rush
hour"'resemble a meatprocess-
ing plant. (I always wondered
why certain students and fac-
ulty who are in desperate need
ofa Slimfast dispenserin their
homes take the elevator to the
second floor in the 23rd street
and 24th streetbuildings. Per-
haps its time for another fa-
mous Baruch committee - fac-
ul ty and students ofcourse - to
investigate this issue.) The
libraryisnotopenlongenough.
The auditorium sucks. Thegym
is smaller than mygrade school
gym. The bookstore is run by
the Gottibrothers. We have no
college president and the act-
ing president should win an
Emmyfor her fine portrayal as
aneffective administrator. We
all know the problems, but my
fellow students it is time we
give credit where credit is due
and recognize the good in
Baruch: (Pay attention my
freshman colleagues because I





The funniest most effective
We came, we saw, we kicked
ass. End of story. My heart
doesn't bleed for dead \Iraqis,
andjudgingfrom the punypro-
tests that took place sporadi-
cally throughout the non-con-
test, not many others do ei-
ther. The sixties are dead.
Good riddance.
Finally, it is with mixed emo-
tions that I've decided to leave
Baruchforanothercollegenext
semester. Although I've met
many wonderful people and
made quite a few friends here,
I must, in the interest of my
education, transfer to a school
that offers more in the way of
qualityandquantityofcourses,
andmoreimportantly, student
services, which for all I know
don't existhereatBaruch. This
is not an indictment of the ad-
ministrative staff. I'm sure




ister the personal attention
each student deserves. I still
haven't received my grade re-
port from LAST semester, and
I've triedtwice tohavemytran-
scriptsent tomy new school, to
no avail.
Continued on Page 14
-
coat. "









can afford to have children, go
right ahead. It's your busi-
ness. But, ifyou're on welfare,
it costs the government more
andmore tosupport each addi-
tional child. Thatbecomes MY
business.
Also, in response to the The opinionsexpressedon hOp-Ed pageSare thoseoftheindividualwriters, anddo notnecessarty~sent
complaint by -nte Reporter" lheopinionsof The Taeredtorialstaff. 1hf1 Tdfsracceptspiecescdyifl1eyareon 3.5-computer"'or
that no one here at TM Ticw typewritten and signed, not more 1han·750 words, from Baruch CoIege studeldS. AI cIsks wit be~
wrote anythingabout the OWf PubIcationofOp-Edsisconlngentuponan EdlOdal boardvote. t.d8JSmostb8l1OlIIOf8"'~







has a chance to
unbutton his
ize that certain ingenious fi-
nance majors thought of a
scheme to tape his classes and
market themas the perfectcure
for insomnia.
The black history professor
who thought it appropriate to
assign his students twelve
pregnant again, only to have
her futUre child become an-
otherdrain on taxpayer funds.
Maybe it wasn't the right time
or place for his comments, but
theycertainlymadesense. His
point can be summed up as
this: Ifyou are working, and
books, ten papers, fourteen
projects, nonsensical home-
work assignIDents, etc.,. I'm
not saying that the course is
not important but he could
have takerriteasyandassigned
his class:' hmm, lets say one
1,567 wor.d paper and saved
his students alot of trouble.
-He could also at least come to
class on time.
By William St. Louis
There was a time when I
equated this college of ours
with a prison. My brothers
and I languishinginthe depths
of some ghastly cavern on
twenty third street. Our
keeper's, disgruntled PhD's,
seekingto banishwhateverevil
creative juices that flowed
within us, beating us with cal-
culus, torturing us with elas-
ticity and feeding us morsel
upon distasteful morsel ofsome
German dish named Maslow.
Indeed thatfirstyearappeared
to be the worst of times.
Today, three years later I
have come to see that Baruch,
with its many faults, has been
on the whole a pleasurable ex-
perience. The sweat and toil
could only have served to build
character, and fortify our spir-
its for the voyage, aftercollege,
that we all must undertake.
True, registration is a pain.
Classes have a habit of closing
outon the unfortunate student
before he !l~Achance to un-
button his coat. Our keepers
albeiton the wholehelpful have
at timesseemeda bit, howshall
I say this, "off their rockers".
Many ofyou know those who I
am speaking of.
The history professor who
/
believes that reading his own
textbook to his class, with ne
discussion, session after ses-
sion is the best -way to teach.
Unfortunately, he didn't real-
____________~------------------.,;.---.,,;..-~-~~:...----:.;.~M=ay8, 1991 • TIcker_if 13
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The St. Louis Perspective
ItWas theBest ofTimes... A Word ofAdvice
By Steven Brodsky
A couple- of news items re-
cently caughtmy' eye. First, I
want to know why I never had
a teacher like Pamela Smart,
the New Hampshire educator
who, with the help of a stu-
dent,killedherhusband. Guys,
didyou see thoselingerie shots
ofher that appeared in one of
those trashy supermarket tab-
loids? Okay, I know she's a
murderous dirtbag, but I must
admit she looks like a wet
dream come true. Maybe she
should be called a wet night-
mare. Anyway, I don't know
how that greaseball student/
lover ofhers got solucky. I was
just as greasy and pimply in
high school, butnoteacherever
invited ME to her bed for pri-
vate toot-, uh, tutoring. Hell, I
wouldhave never missed a day
ofhigh school. The only differ-
ence is I don't think I would
everhavecommitted thecrime
that that kid did. But you
never know, because you guys
can attest to the fact that
womenhaveacertainanatomi-
cal part thathas mystical pow-
ATS, andeanmakemen dosome
pretty weird things. I wonder
what kind of grade she gave
him.
Secondly, three cheers for
New Jersey Superior Court
Judge Eugene Kenny, who
spoke upfor a lotofus whenhe
berated a young, unmarried
welfare mother for becoming
Conservatively Speaking
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ance Director Barbara Lambert took actions that violated
the school's bylaws. They assumed responsibilities that
did not belong to them, and only students suffered.
Only a careful analysis ofwhat has been occurring at the
School of Business will show the injustice that has been
inflicted upon those students who appealed for reinstate-
ment. The College increasingly made it tougher and
tougher for students to remain at the school, then cried
foul when Middle States cited us for poor retention rates.
Too bad.
It's time for the administration to get tough with the
SBPA They have made excuses for far too long. Unless
clear actions are taken to repair the damages to the
College's procedural policies and to the lives of the stu-
dents who were directly affected, Baruch will continue on
a downward spiral that will eventually shut the school's
reputation down for good.
That would be a crime.
scheduled trips to Albany until very late in the semester.
We hope it had an effect.
As for building takeovers and other actions designed to
get media attention, they only served to tum public
support against us. While students scrambled to defend
the illegal actions ofthese so-called student leaders, most
ofthe public saw their tactics for what they are: juvenile
temper tantrums that are illegal, unsafe, and violate the
rights of other students to attend classes. We may have
gotten some media attention, but did we really need what
we got?
The final point ofthe plan was to get state legislators to
visit ~ur campuses. We would like to know ifany legisla-
tor was so much as asked to consider maybe coming here.
We know ofno such invitations, and there have certainly
been no visits.
In any class, ifyou fulfill two out offive requirements
you've failed. The DSSG has been willing in the past to
accept credit for organizing City University protesters.
That being the case, they must also be willing to accept
ultimate responsibility for their lackluster performance.
Next time, leave the protesting to the real radicals.
We all await word from Albany, and of course we all
hope for the best. In the meantime, the incoming DSSG
office~scan preparefor the worst by mobilizingnowfor an
effecttve campaign to get Baruch its fair share offunding
from CUNY Headquarters.
The School ofBusiness and Public Administration came
under fire last year by interest groups that were con-
ce~~with itsmin~rityhiring record and its Bprobation
policies, The Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools pointed to these and other problems in the SBPA
and jeopardized Baruch's reputation because of them.
Now it is becoming very clear what everyone has been
talking about, and it's not just a question of black and
white.
The bottom line behind the controversy at the School of
Business is that students were shafted. Records indicate
that the numberofstudents placedon B probationjumped
from 9 to 660 since June 1985. (That's 7,200 percent,
accounting majors)..The fact that the policy was illegal,
aceordingto CityU Diversitybylaws, makes iteven scarier.
The heart of the difficulty lies in the fact that the
hearing of appea!s,,(or reinstatement, the job of the fac-
ulty, was essentiallydelegated to two individuals. Former
Associate Dean HarryRosenandformer CurricularGuid-
Final ROUhd of Tuition Hike Bout
Injustice at the School of Business
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The semester is all but over, and if you ask most
students, mostwill probablysay that we will pay an extra
$500 in tuition next year. The protests which were so
successful in 1989 failed to even gamer a good deal of
attention, much less public support.
There are many reasons the student movement failed.
The most obvious is the overwhelming apathy of the
, student body. It seems students were more concerned
about whether the rain would ruin their $10 hairstyles
than how much we should pay for an education. Of
course, if the Day Session Student Government had
checked the Farmer's Almanac before scheduling a pro-
test, perhaps fewer of them would have been washed
away.
But there are more important reasons that the protest
attempts did not succeed, and they have to do with the
failure ~th~ student leaders to stick to the agenda they
set earher In the year. In February, the University
Student Senate put forth a five-point action plan that
they did not adhere to. The plan called for a letter-
writing campaign, which was successful at Baruch, and
a voter registration drive which also enjoyed limited
participation.
But where were the periodic lobbyingtrips? Unless you
count the misguided protest of March 19, where eight
students were arrested for being general nuisanceat(not
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An Gorgeous Asian Guys<AndGals At- Baruch
Baruch. Therearea fewpeople,
however, that lowe a lotto,
and who I'Il never forget.
I'd like to thank Professor
Scott Seldin, who-could have ..
crushed me, butInstead gave
mea badly-neededboostofcon- .
fidence when I needed it most,
and who was the impetus that
started me off toward my cho-
sen career, which will hope-
fully be in the field of writing.
Also, thanks to Professor
Mimi D'Aponte, whose Speech
1010 terrified me at first, but
eventually became the class I
most looked forward to for sev-
eral reasons, but rnostlybe-
-c-
causeofthe greatpeople there, .
especially the members of the
"Sex in Advertising Breakfast
Club", the most fun you could
have inschool withyourclothes
on.
I'd also like to thank the good
people here at The Ticker, and"
especiallyRafael Martinez, the
Op-Ededitor. I had a lot offun
writing op-eds,and I hope I've
causedat least a few people to
think, and to stand upfor what
. theybelieveisright,nomatter
how "politically-incorrect"
their views may be. .
And thanks to you people who
stopped me in the halls to tell .
me how much you appreciated
my writing-maybe some ofyou
will now put pen to paper and
help bringabout change in the
knee-jerk attitudes of the eiti-
zens ofthis dyjngcity offailed
liberalism.
And please-in regards to the
budget cuts and tuition hikes:
Fight the good fight. I wish
youall the successin the world.




Continued from Page 13
It's also dehumanizing for
students to be treated like
cattle at registration, or to try
to get it question answered in
the admissions office, only to
be told that "it's not my job, go
see Mrs. Indifferent", who in
turn says "wrong office, go see
Mrs. Belligerentin the Depart-
mentofRedTape",andsoforth.
It's also downright dangerous
to spend somuch time in build-
ings where the elevators have
badattitudes, and the security
guards check IDs with the dili-
:gence ofDavidDinkins'accoun-
tant at tax time. .
I've been to my new school,
RutgersUniversityin Newark,
N.J. several times to check it
out and have some questions
answered. Although Rutgers
is also a public college like
Baruch, the difference in the
attitudes of the staff there are
like night and day. I was
treated with respect and cour-
tesy, and spoke to an academic
adviser (do they exist at
Baruch?) who helped me out
with everything I needed.
The bestpart is that although
the tuition at Rutgers is about
a thousand dollars more per
year than Baruch, the quality
of academic life there. is ten
times better, hence my deci-
sion to transfer.
While I look forward to next
year, I am saddened by the
though of leaving the wonder-
ful students and staff here at
high schools, but has yet to
prove its ability, being a big
city school, to prove it can edu-
catethe children who origi-
nate from less than standard
public high schools. Conse-
quently, Baruch has been less
than enthusiastic in accepting
credits from the Junior Col-
leges in the City.
As a senior studentofBaruch,
a victim ofsubstandard coun-
seling, Ihave come to believe
that the problem of "cultural
diversity" is only one ofmany.
The Middle States Steering
Committee came up With ap-
proximately 50 suggestions to
better the present-day dilem-
masatBaruch. AlISO were not
solely directed. towards "cul-
turaldiversity." IfBaruch could
have addressed their problem
of "cultural diversity", maybe
Middle States would not have
been so eagerly awaited, and
then the cry-babies with their
wilted tissue would not have
rushed to the federal govern-
ment for solace.
Did the Federal government
thoroughly examine the re-
ports compiled by Middle
Statesordid theytake the word
of these-cry-babies? Ifit'snot
the job ofMiddle States to de-
termine if racial quotas are
met, then who bestows this
wonderful and difficult task?
Ifit were not for Middle States,
the American public would
have never known, much less
understood what is taking
place at one of the "jewels of
the CUNY system", Baruch
College. Bringing the truth to
light is maybe what is lacking
-in the City University of New
York.
vativeswhohaveforyearstried
to improve the American edu-
cational processwith theircon-
servative philosophical ideas,
andhave failed. Middle States
is aware ofthis process andfor
years has performed magnifi-
cently until they dared to go
against the conservatives. To
think that MiddleStatesis not
serving the American public,
as the Department of Educa-
tion and the Bush conserva-
tive government would like to
make the American public be-
lieve; is counter-productive to
what the good "United States
ofAmerica" stands for.
The sole reason the Depart-
mentofEducation is question-
ing the standards of Middle
States Accreditation Commit-
tee and specifically, the addi-
tion of "cultural diversity" as
one of'the criteria-of judging
educationalinstitutions across
the country, is that Middle
States had the brave audacity
to do what many accreditation
committeeshave not been able
to do, REALIZE THE DISRE-
GARD OF MINORITIES BY
THESE INSTITUTIONS.
.Because Harry Markowitz
won a Nobel Prize does not
automaticallyputBaruchback
into a Perfect light. Baruch
has proven itself in educating
students who have originated
from the upper middle class
and consequently from good
-
JDC 4050 KM24 SEC·RETARIES, STOCKBROkERS, AND-SEXPOTS:
T TH 11 :20-12:35 1603 23 Lex. Bldg. .
Women in the work world and the way they were portrayed in popular culture (novels, feature films and
documentaries, song, and the media). Professors Niemark (Accounting) and Solomon (English) .
IDC 4050 FH13 THE EXPERIENCE OF ADDICTION
TTH 9:40-10:551603 23 Lex. Bldg. .
Professors ~eichman .(P~ch~) a~ Hochman (Econ.) examine various addictions, the psychological compo-
nents, the economl.c ~nd soclal imptcations, the problems for ''the concept of rational economic man,' and images in
popular culture of fiction and films, .
o. The prerequisites for these courses are junior standing, 8 plus average, six credits in the humanities and
permission of Director, Myrna Chase, room 1507, 23rd 81. Bldg. # 387-1380. Only 15 students may enroll and places
are already filled by present FElT students, so get in touch before you finish exams.
THE FRESHMAN FElT SEMINARS
HAVEN'T FINISHED ALL YOUR BASE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS? WANT IT ALL TO COME TOGETHER?
WANT TO MEET SOME FRIENDS, EXPAND ALL YOUR HORIZONS? GET OUT OF THE RUT' DISTINGUISH
YOURSELF NOWI ·
These courses are c~requ~sites~-~Y~u get six credits in your bas~ curriculm requirements but you can't take one without
the other because the curnculm IS Integrated-the professors have coordinated the contentand assignments.
Hist. 1003 GJ 24A and Soc. 1005 LP 24A .
Art 1011 FH 13A and Uterature Eng 2800KM 13A
American Government Pol 1101 FG 7Aand Speech 1010JL 13A
History 1002 KM 13Aand Writing 1 Engl 2100 PR 13A
Getintoth~ newintergrated~rriculum approach. This is thewave ofthefu~re-a coordinated, mulicultural curriculum.
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By Angelique Robertso~
As I read all of the Spring
. 1991 Ticker issues, I realized
there hadn't been any articles
written about Baruch vs.·
Middle States (~vM"). Con-
~ to the Fall 1990 Ticker
issues, the BvMbattlereceived
ubiquitous attention. Con-
cerned, I spoke to the Editor-
In-Chief, Toni Colavito. She
informed me that not only had
Baruch been reaccredited, but
at present Middle States is
under scrutiny about their Ac-
creditation Procedures. The
BvM battle was well fought
and won by the Baruch cry-
babies who complained to the
Federal government solely be-
cause Baruch's precious pres-
tige was at stake, A dramatic
act that undermined Middle
States' achievements and was
alsoa conspiracy to undermine
"cultural diversity."
Most, ifnot all of the articles
I have read about the BvM
battle, are academic tools to
discredit minorities. My main
argument against these politi-
cally driven editorials is that
they make the mistake of not
recognizing the factthat edu-
cation, including that offered
at Baruch with its lofty profes-
sors, isnotofferedina vacuum.-
TheMiddleStatessocietyisan
expert in the field ofeducation
and they know their job better
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Covers the Persian Gulf War
•.--.-~.~>-•.•- lit
R'osemari Mealy .
By Zelphia PhiDips . . ,
. .
The African StudentsAssociationand pe~=v~has also been very painfu
l
The Baruch Women of Color Network an cu t. "Because; as an Afr
ican ,
on March 21, presented speaker ::;en I have also toapproach them
~s
Rosemari Mealy, a distinguished . not only ernb:ace poetr
y In
Mrican-American J~urnalist activi t eXistence ~nd expenence, but
also
educator and host of "The' Monda ' poetry and Ideology the natura o
f the
Morning Show" on WBAI Pacific~ metaphor. Th.e sound and sensor s
h~pe
Radio. The topic was "Women ofCol ~fthe J><>E:m, Its structure and design
,
in the Diaspora" or u~ ~ostl~portantlyall ofthis h
as to
Dr Juanita H d Ch . f be VIewed In the context ofthe finishe
d
S~iolo l)j_owar, aI.rman 0 the project," said Mealy. "Whenyourw
ork
Meal to.~ epartment Introduced is done you have to look at it from
the
h
y aruchFaculty,students,and viewpoint ofthe poet andas self ·ti "
onored guests. According to Dr. Mealy began iti . len c.
Howard "Rose .Meal hId wn ng senous y aft
er
.' man y as trave e the emotionally charged period 0 th
to Africaand Cubaandis veryactive in Black theater cultural arts' I
n e
th ~ en, . th .' move
ment I
e cause .lor ""omenIn e Diaspora," 60's Bel
0
• at th· h ' ,
Mealy h al bee doi . . ievmg e time t at ac
ting ~ .,%t:. ,
k
. ashh SON un Olng extensive might be a more viable way for her to
Roseman Mealy in action: ,. w '.
wor wit t e ew ~orkPublicLibrary contribute to the political .
.
on an analysis of the Harlem in the Afri .;n~ous
ness .ClI became more comfortable with my historical reality so that in no
way will
com~unity, focusing on the Harlem shewasfor=:::~';:t:ht oweve:, ~1
iti~~d..beganto embrace an anti- her audience, whether listening to her
RenaIs~cean.dthen moving into the the~ovementsawtheBlac:t
h~:: Impenah~tIdeologymypoetryDeeame recite, seeing her poems adapted to
.1~&.-~,--I-briDg~a~aDwhois ... _. a.-ateppiDg~ stcme tG.-Hollyw
more. fluid. Secondly as my woman vis~mediaor reading about the
m in
dedicated to education-on-alllevels, -to those.were ~herdesigns: ~.~--. ~O
A~QnSDeSS evolved the strena:h?f .~~~~can~misled into thinkingthat
women ofall colors, to women ofcolor, Mealy found herselfwith ou
s like mypcMtrybeeamemorta.appazeny·~d',~etbj~~.ijilin~~t
..lifii#l~Y'.
and to women who are yet unborn who the Black E . De~ P
Mealy. "lnmyfirstbook()fpoem~,which . Intended is actually taking -p
lace"
will need the information that she will Com re C;~O:'IC v o~,~ent they called CIA Little Ch
apel Chapter:. «Poetry for me then becomes a tool ,
have gotten and presented," said Dr. the :lae~ceP=t~r;earl
y70'sJOlned Iwro~thatpo1iti~activismwasve.ry another craft to be perfected wh~_
Howard. . . arty~ wher
e she essenti,altomaylife.ltwassoessential lIpon ~Y. pen beccJmes a~pg
n.~-
~mari Mealy ~da. eaptivatAld ~~~~~;:=~ :::.:.u-:'n:1~~::a:::
"'''~1:~~~
::~cethathermamdesirebasbeen world~omen~sADianeedoj~~ty ~.Ii~
tobe·Poor,bl~and-temaJe .' ~ty,for.cballenging the ma~aJ
poet of the people, and the workWlth Cuba. Alsoworkingwtth the liV
l~mAnteric:a.Threecontinents had basis of our enslavement as African
development ofh~ creative p~esses AfiicanLiberationFrontdoingsupp
ort becoine myplatformforeXposing to the people and as' women. And
now I try
are ~11 rooted In her chIldhood work, and finally she joined
an world a poetic view of this reality. more thanever tomakemyw
ordseome
expen~ces. . . . organization t~at had an exp
licit Mea1ystates thatshe wants tocapture alive as they are read boun
cing ofrthe
According to Mealy wnting from this ideological political line.
in her writing our lives and Afriean pagesincadencesandrhythmscrea
ting
imagery that can be acted upon in the
most fittjng way,· said Mealy.
She tells how sometimes her poems
express the pain of having lost and
loving hard, then regaining it allover
again. These are the sensual ones in
___ ~~chll~hold backofexpressiongraces
the pages. ShewiifesSbout the anguish
-rlyGranl Lucas it was hard to communicate-wlt
h the Debusmann,however,believesitwasn't of war and all the pain th
at entails
The Baruch' College Journalism· outside worIa.
propaganda but rather, CIa valid side of worthless struggles and social is
sues
LectureSeries, sponsoredbytheReuter Once Iraqis began tocen.so
r the story." . which plague ourcommunities
andreck
Fund, held its secondlecture onMay 2. correspondents,military subjects were Win
McNamee, stationed with the havoc upon ouryouth. Perhaps the best
Entitled, "SameWar,DifJ'~rentStories~" theonlythingsconsistentlynotallo
wed. FirstArmoredDivisioninSaudiArabia, works are those which li
nk all these
five representativss"ofReuters, the However, *The mood of your ce
nsor also states the.majority.ofproblems in. .themes together in exp
ressions of
international news ageney, spoke on decidedtheamount of censorship
you filing material ~ere due to logistics soliOarity with the people
of Afri~
different the perspectiveseachcovered received,~Debusmann says.
rather than censl9rship. Photographs Asia·and Latin America.
during the recentconflictin thePersian Debusmannnotedthattheonlystoty
would take two,to three days to get~oi'dingtoMealyinherlaterpoem
s
.Gulf, the problems of censorship, of his which Iraq censored conee
med back to the main Office. 8J3y then it was which were often inspired
and greatly .
misinformation, and competition with vandalism which had oeeurred
in oldnews: says McNamee. Mechanical influen~by her experience
ofhaving
CNN and the networks. Baghdad. Apparently somepeople ha
d failure due to .the conditions and lived in Cuba. From 1986 to sprin
g of
Bernd' Debunmmn, ~plomatic, . brokenjnto :8.su~!D1arketandstolen
personal fatigue:·'hampered him from 1988 she liv~ in Havana and wo
rked
corre8ponderi~··8ndWin McNamee,. all the bottled water. IraqcenSOredth
e producing many photos:. ,with~ institute ofCUban R
adio and
news photographer, .gave the lecture· story, Debusmann says, because they 'nle Fin¢ Armored Division-swept
TeleviSIon. She didn't know when she .
its dramatiC momeate-wi~·fnmtlinedidn\ want to show that there was a farintoIraq
with thegoa1sofdestro,ying left ifshe would beallovied toreturn to
stories. Debusmann, one of tile most -breakdown Of law and order.- But, he the.RepubIiean Guard'andcu
ttiDgofC ,this country, ~t that's the 'priCe that
experienced and BOught-after war says, ifthere had been a breakdown o
f any escape routes at the outbreak of sometimes haa to be paid by
a
correspondents, wa$- -stationed in law and order, they would have st
olen 'the ground war. Although they didn't revolutionaryandsh8wastheredur
ing .
Baghdadciuringtheon.etoftheUnited all the whiskey.
run intomueJ:l resistanee" McNamee the Cuban Revolution. Due to her
States otrensbre. 'OntlutfourtilClayafterfightingbe
gan, . witnessed ·several easualtiesand had revolutionary activitiesshe w
as oft the
, -rhe-inftUtiueture of Iraq was thecorrespol1dentawereaskedtoleave several near misses ofhi. own. -nte FBIH~ for 7 years for being in a book
destroyedina-tir8thoursoftbewar:except for .cNNand ene: wester
n Jife-tbreateningsitUationewerefarlesa cooneetecl with.the Black Liberation
~dingtoDelMinmaDn•.-nae· main~dent: -Tctm-·'" ,later.- the ,than I expec:ted them to be,· he po
ints ..Army. She now travels back and forth '
PJ,'Ob1ema eDeOUDf8Nd in filing stories lraqis,iDYitiedheck12c:aa.pontlen~ . out.
to Cuba saa~IlT'
'W88Dot' ~neofthip by Iraqis, but mdelldy~ aYBian.m..~ Cbarli~'Olding
er, Pentagon. Mea1y_,.tMt& aved,worbd: ,
physic:ally ••~the8tori-out of, . twelve, 'critiCiJedfor~ to·
eOllwpondetlt, and JimJe1ter, editor- and mugled in a 80daJate country.
Iraq•..H~tb Oftly. '•. 8ateDite,1inkup &aq~,~act:iDga. part or in-ehief.· New York EDeriY D
esk. She..worked in film ancltbeaterin
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. comic stripisverywell written, ,there's'
. .'nothing ·like it being ,. done today. I
, think it's a super-ereative Idea,
.TC: Do you think it'll reach its
audience? .
. JW: I think it'll take some time but
we'll get there. There's a lot ofprivate
distributors that'll get it out.
TC: 'What is your target audience?
JW:',sYoungpeople between' ).3,14 all
the way up to the twenties. I can
imagineitbeingappreciatedbycollege
kids. I think it's a great forum for a
bunch .of creative -guys' to, express
themselves in print and even in film.
.TC: .Because the content·of~he·
magazine is controversial, how would
you respond to the critics?
JW: Should I sa)' that I'm not
responsible for all the content?
TC: You couldsay that. '
JW: I would probablyagree with them
if they said.it was offensive, but it
should be taken with a grain or salt.
Some of, it shouldn't, be taken. that
seriously. Nothing should be-censored




James Warhola Steps Out
From Behind The ShadolNS
By Toni Colavito' . nastier than it already is, When I was
Thirty-five-year-old artist 'James in Southeast Asia I saw a western him. When we would come up to New
Warhola' beganhi· York and visit him on East 89th St. he
II s career as a SCIence influence in the society that wasn't
fiction illustrator. Blue blood runs their own. was living with his mother, my
through this shy', sOft-spo"ken .man's T'C Do hi .k'" grandmother. His house was like .a: you t n it s a detriment to I
veins as he is the nephew of Andy their society? ~ amusementpark. Ithad all these
Warhol, famed pop-art icon, and JW: Yeah, in terms of the objects,carouselhorsesandlargeliquor
therefore~.me~r~f~.~~. commercialism, and materialism. bottles displayed We hadfour floors of
But James IS a pnnce In his own TC: Doyou go toSoutheastAs· fte? this to run around in.
. __right._He attended ~tt_lnstltut.eJor---.-Where~_vnnan? _ _'lao n. 'TC: Did you have to be careful?
n d d ~~~~~~------our year.san ea.rD:e a degree in Fine JW: FivevearsagoIwenttoNepaland
.Arts S th J h J wasn't too.~~~u~db~~a~~~~~~s~~~~~e ~-------~-~~--~~----~--
ten years dOll~g SCIence fiction book I went to Thailand, Malaysia, and becausewewere
c~ve!s for publishers.such as Putnam, Vietnam for a couple ofweeks.
SImon and Schuster, and Dell. TC: How was that? kids basically.
F n . . UlAnd....:' ~ Hewouldgive us
o owmg m nc e ~ S.l00tsteps, ~: Very interesting, extremely two bucks and
Jam.es. has rece~tly .Jolned the Interesting. Aside from being one of
r~~/shinedgworld W;.,th his new comic the most beautiful countries inAsia, :~::~~i~
oooxzeem y rag~ J.~ew Underground the peoplearevery nice. In some places
Magazine. Listed as the, New wehadtotravelasFrenchmenbecause he Iiked us, he
Underground Engineer, James Americans weren't allowed. would bring us
biublis~esth~dmagaZinedalong with the TC.: You ,weren't in 'any 'danger? ;:~~ng~o:;f:;
~~~an~ ~rgrolln artist.W~~e JV!: Well, we were scared because our sho s. It was
Novelli, whoInwm:ates theC?mIC strip. driver had to bribe several '. -~ fbecause
James also wntes and Illustrates they wouldn't turn us in If·we were 'd
hildre ' 'L__'__ • we come upensUUUIUS. . ~ught they'd put us i.n jail and then fro¢ Pittsburgh
. •• Just take us to the airport and say~ and .Pittsb h
TonI ColaVIto: What are your "your visit is over." It was a great trip.· .1:~ urg
hildre ' books abo ? '. IS so Uluerent.
c n s 'IUS ute . I went to an art gallery and saw some 'TC: Did ou
Jam~~arhola:Mostoft?echildre~'s really~ fine~. I t~nk it has look up to~
bQgltjLly.~i9-o.pe are re-tellin.P off81D'__,._~methi~~~ do ~~,hJh~~n~h~ing_., as..a.kid1
tales,hlteJaCkandthe-B8aDsta1k. rye " there.. . Thay-,have' some beautiful "'~JW: ,-Y;;h-"i
~nt1y done a new~uscriptea11ed arebitecture in the cities like Saigon. .guess I looked
While 1 Neuer. It's besiea1ly about a TC: Tell me about the book covers you to hi h
strange day on a farm. in Iowa where illustrate. ~p :: en
everything weird happens. The d&y JW: I do seienee fiction and fantasy ~:s~thatwhy .
starts out and these strange things book covers. rye done about 300-350. you ~Dt . to
happen and no .one ever knows .why. What you do is you read the~ ari?-.. .~e~~; '_.
The whole book is' a series of chaotic SQirie JOod some'bed, do~~' Jw:"PrOt r8aJ1j~ , ....IIf~~~,.=~~
SC8De11but at the end everything goes and~~workWith the:aJit··ctirector. I I mean there
back to~~ 'D1ere'. a pig in a got:iDte!ested in science fiction and was some
bubblef1oatinganda11~funthings. fantasY'through comic books. I used to influencebut I was interestedincomics though, but ifit'sbad then it won't get
Pve done fourboo~todate~. come~to,~ecitywhenlwastenyears and art anyway. I1'81Dember doing a past the people.
TC: How much succesahaveyouhad ,oldWitb_,~'fHeridand~-~eomicbook paint by n1Jmber'ror him when I was TC:'Whatdotbinkal»cutJes8eHelms
With your books? . conventiOns: We used tostayatahotel, about six. I spilledagallon ofpaint all and his moral campaign?
JW: Well, 'they'ye been pretty that we'd made reservations at. My over his l'Ug and I may have gotten JW: Oil, he's the wrst. He's just a
sucCessful. rve been getting alot of parents werestriet~utI told themthat some on his paintings. politicianjwDping on the bandwagon.
requests from schools and they want it was important and they were very TC: Did he get angry? 'nUswhole thingabcutthegovernment
me to keep doing more. supportive~ Itbinkmy'unc1epavedthe' JW: No, he just cleaned it ~p. sponsoringtbearts,Ithinkhewasjust
TC: What is the age range? way for that because'he was so TC: Did you reel guUty? trying to get some votes in the 8OUth.
JW: Four to seven. . suceessful. JW: Yeah, a little. He always foundTC:· Are you a big environmentalist?
TC: Doyou have any kids ofyourown? TC:-What was it like growing up With little jobs for us. He was very good at JW: Yeah, more 801lOW that rve been
JW: No. bringing out the creativity in people. to Southeast Asia and seen how they
TC: Do you like TC: Are you interested in doing films use plastics and pollute everything,
children? also? and it's even worse there because they
JW: Yeah. ltestmy JW: Yeah, verymuch. have no restrictions and it's a mess.
stuffonmyniecean TC: In what ~apacity? Writing, You wonder if their country is any
nephew. , . directing? better off with all this stuffor if they
TC: You allO did the ~,' JW: I see some of these movies out were better off when they were more
Garbage Pail-Kids. there being produced with such ~g primiti~. Itbinktheyshouldgetridof
JW: Yeah,'tha~s budgets but the stories are terrible. I all plastics. It's --thing t:bat fm
partofmydarltput.wonder bow they get past the initial very aware of. WayM'8stripbaSalot
I don't want to be conceptfor the film. Itjust takesagood of environmental overtones. I think
lynched by ·irate idea, a good story. the magazine 'i. ill msJr8 people·aware
mothers. I did a few .TC: Do you ·write any 8Cience fiction of the issues. .
of them. I did -I stories?· TC: Wbatdoyou..yourselfdOing~
Sc:ream- and a few JW: lbaveideasfor.shortstcries. I've say, ~nyears?· .
others but I don't . put them all in my augestion~ I JW: ,I was always thinking abOut
remember . he'NallyMwn'tdooeaRJdRI1I,witbtbem. becmninga migrant G'Iiat Y~~l:kncJ.w•.
, names.'Ibey~ TC: What filmmakers do you like? .beinoneplacefor IIOm4t time,. '. -~llitt1e
.thefinelineb6tW86l1 JW: I like alGt of European -films, and then move on. I never liked this
beingcuteandu8aty horror,~ :-c.rm.'VB1 of idea orgetting ovdead and paying,
and at times they Soul..- It'waa~ow~...~.the rent; bUIs, and in8\Jranee beea..
were, a little more . ,~y siztiee,.I••it whiBD IwuilJdd. Won JOU kDow it'J-ou-ve beam. the
nasty thaD cute. . TC: Leesta1k~t"V:"'~ . the typical, aD-American middlec1_
TC: Aa8D~cio . JI~;. WbatdoJ'JQt.bit:'~ia.,.oal penon wi~ all th••·cJeIa. So ljut
you think that" the . _ , . , . .', .alxJUtjt~,. . ,', tbciUIht. 'get rid cC an or that .ana
attitudeGft:bepeople . Jameswamota~~~ car.. . nt:·1 thinkIt'.~t.o~."!.tfkMeto. .--- • JIIiIrant IIl"&t *Dd Itay.at
in tbia eOiJiit17 luis '. . . ",., .. ' ' , .. ' the~d.todaJ'~I~W.....~be OJOIII' frieDds' baa8•• UDtil they kick.'
~,DUtY....ul. the art i. J1l8t aomeone tba& thefmjlyf . ta~"I'" ~:~..~~Ia~.~:' ~ ~t . ,No; that. j.t • jake. I
nftedi,.ii1'.-:' -- ,: ' , ~:. iJ.k jn 4sti_we .n Dew. -=iettJ'~!~.•_faa way-"~it·~c1othG.l.atit,,"'1d_1dftda
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rough in certain scenes, but when playing MetaIStorrn.; it's with other "Good Fellows," as
overall the sounds are all too an A- all the way. they're called, among dozens-:
realistic. Balanceitalloutwith Last, but certainly notleast, ofcthercommandsyoucerruse .
an interesting storyline and isthelateststrategygarnefrom to insrruct your hero. The
cast of villains, and you get a the KoeiCorporation entitled bottom line is to developaild
B+ for LJN's The Punisher. BanditK~ngsofAncientChina. expand your resources (food,
Also recently released was Following their tradition of arms, popularity, etc.), all of
Irern America's MetalStorm. designing quality, detail- which are important if you
The story behind this one is oriented RPG's (role-playing want to become powerful
absolutely nothing new: the games) like Nobunaga's enough to even' consider
futureca.ccmputer malfunction Ambition and Genghis [[han, yourselfasathreattoGaoQiu.
on a distant planet, Earth in Koei's Bandit Kings is equally As overwhelmingly fantastic
danger, etc. But .this space- exciting and historically as this game is, you must be
action game has one new twist accurate. Koei means "glory" aware ofcertain things before
that separates it from the rest, in Japan~se, and that's only running out and getting it.
and that's the player's ability part of'what-you're afterwhen .First, realize that this is not a
toflipgravity. While we've seen playing this game. two-hour game; strategy
_this before in Taxan's Low G It's early twelfth-century simulation gameslike thistake
Man, in MetalStarm you can China, and the Song Dynasty many hours. of playing and
do this anytime. It's definitely is in jeopardy. Emperor Hui savingbefore completion. Also,
necessary for survival. J Zhong is afraid that the evil this game is complex; with an
In your special battle suit, instruction booklet over fifty
Here it is, friends - the last destroy crime is contained in the M-308 Gunner, you can "/~ 'I": t · . .' pages long, little else needs to
column ofthe semester. While LJN'sThePunisherGamePak, power up with one (but only II Ie rls IS be saidhere! The gamefeatures
I'm as hopelessly distraught for the NES. one) bonus item at a time. For -,J f 255 different characters with
about this as you are, knowing ~etimes the be~t way to the most.p~, use the Po.wer your luea 0 a unique personalities, 49
that the Attack will return in describe a new game is to draw Beam, asit increases the width un e qua 11 y - e qui p p e d
-the-fall-should-pr--OVide-..some-- -.paraflela.bezween.. the-new __ .of your laser. There_ ar_e_~§i~L tougb$trale-nv__prefectures, and an option for
consolation.Also, toinsure that release and older, establisbed special items around like . 't;j-J- up toseven players-takingpart--- --
you'll be waiting with baited games. Like Operation Wolf, armor, crushers (smart game, don't in this adventure. There's even
breathfornext semester's first The Punisher features slow- bombs),and l-ups-ifyoucan four separate scenariosandfive
issue, Tm listing some of the· scrolling screen action. As in find them. bother '-th difficulty levels to choose from.
games that I'll be reviewing MechanizedAttack, the player You're sure to have hours of WI Bandit Kings has everything
then at the end ofthis column. uses heavy ammo to shoot fun while your player is th - I" the avid tactician could ever
But, before I go to the beach variousstationaryandmoving jumpingoffledges, walking on IS one. want in a game. The game is
(with Game Boy, of course), targets. And like it is in Cabal, theceiling,andbattlingtough nearly perfect in terms of
here's three of the newest and youmovethecrosshairsofyour multi-bosses. In terms of menace, Gao Qiu, will usurp challenge, graphics, and story.
hottest games to hit the gun's sights around the screen clarity, thegraphics are decent, all of his rightful power. This The only thing I find wrong
market. by guiding a cursor with the but the real innovation lies Imperial Minister has already· with this game is its price; it's
Those people who are " controller,nottheZapperlight within the dual-scrolling exiled several good men,the most expensive game out
familiar with Marvel Comics gun. But unlike these others, backgrounds that really give branded as bandits. As the rightnow:Otherwise,Koeihas
already know the story of The Punisher also features depth to to scenes you'll come player, you control one ofthese an A bestowed upon Itself for
Frank Castle. This former some close-up, hand-to-hand across. With the unlimited "heroes" in an attempt to BanditKings ofAncientChina.
marineandpoliceinvestigator combat scenes. continue and password challenge the despot and Once again, however I must
saw his family gunned .down There are plenty oflevels and features, you'll be riveted to restore the Empire - before, warn you. IfTetris is ;our idea
.It by stray mob fire. Something different scenes here to keep your seat. Six tough stages, ashistory tellsus, the Northern ofatough strategy game, don't
in his head: snapped, and most busy. While the game is two parts each and a boss at Barbarians invade, that is! bother with this one!
suddenly hewas transformed generous with power-upitems, the end of every one - and There's so much to de, and Next semester: Mega Man III
~--~,..a.~W~S§.a,- ._th~r!:s_~~-:~_s~~«!. fe~tu!e '. then ~~e ~vet:'8:_~_e~eyo~, little time for dallying. You ArchRivals, Metroid,Journe;
ve_'VlglIante-.-~~f4encouragecontinue.d.th.e other SIX bosses! Take' mustie:ciaJitm~n:liljittr<irr~·-To--Sihl.i8;S1U.ii.o--tJi;·'8h1i&tilile
The taleof'Castle's attempt to playing. The graphics are Irem's advice and fhang tough" buy weapons, make treaties Drago,tliI,a.rrlong·others.·
.-
,
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. "The market, was full of about morals or an ethereal
rumors," says Jelter. Traders "new world order," but about
reacted to unofficial reports, commodities. "The U.S. burns
which sent prices fluctuating more oil per capita than any
. every .tiJI:i.!:,~ere.\Y~ talk of other country in the world,"
"suicide ~8.'lPels" 'app'rOadUng says Jelter, "and half is
Saudi Arabia. " " <. =~~-~:''-~~ported.''
AnotherrUmorJelterpointed"· .' ~ Ariarew Nibley, editor,
. ,.... ..-
out had to do with a Libyan air America, was proud to present
assault on the aircraft carrier Reuters as an international
JFK. The,<ptoblem was, the agency. It's not as dramatic as
JFK was stationed at the time CNN, he says, but it produces
about 60 miles off the coast of quali ty reports in a timely
Norfolk, Virginia. -Ielterended fashion. Reuters was the first
up running a story just: to' agencytoreporton theinvasion
Squelch the rumor. of Kuwait by Iraq on Aug. 2,
Both Jelter and Oldinger 1990.
agreed'~h~t·thewar wasnot "
-
/ "Who Are You Gonna Believe,
Them or Us?·
The Ticker: Still theEest
Gulf War Coverage
Continued from Page 21





"The Pentagon has a gun at
the head of the 200, to 300
correspondents there," says
01dinger, referring to limits,
placed by the Pentagon. In its
briefings, the Pentagon'
released information that put
them, and Operation Desert
Storm, in the best possible
,light. Censorship was worse
in the U.S. than Iraq, Oldinger
states." '
TIlE TICKER W-OUID LIKE TO
CONG ALL TIlE GRADUATFS.
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FINALS-AND HAVE





are subtle, but consistent and
it is everywhere. C
Continlud from Page 21 According to Magona you
Mrica. She feels that she is hear little children saying "I
morelike the sisters thatcarry wish I had swinginghair.""It's c,
M-16 machine guns and never going to swing. It's sad
grenades, because their thatweareashamedofwhowe
fighting for their liberation. CJ are,"sai.d Megona. cThe
.. .e- disagreed with the invasion of sadness I carry, because it is
Kuwait. But, I was opposed to not the white man, woman, or
the' urgency with which war child that stares at me with
was called upon Iraq and scorn because of wearing my
SaddamHussein when washas hair natural, as it should be. I
notbeencalledon South Africa am the object of scorn from
for the atrocities on' the Black people.';' . ,
Africans in their homeland. She hopes that when the
Sindiwe Magona, a woman of historyoftheworldisrewritten
color writer from Africa, who's' that we have a voice. "We owe
book "To My. Children's it toourselves as Black women
Children, also addressed the to encourage each other.As we
students, faculty' and guests. raise young .girls to
Her topic of discussion was' womanhood, let us share with
about, "Who is the Black them the things that we know.
womanand whathashappened Those things that through pain
to her over the centuries." and sufferingwe havelearned.
"The system of oppression in We; have strength as Black
Africa is white best, color less,women," said
African Magona.
last, andAfrican women lastof "We have survived as Black
all," said Magona. "The chain women. We have stories to tell
of economy in South Africa is as Black women, whether it is
white man, white woman, in the way we grew up, the
colored man, colored woman, .poverty we survived, our
African man and African marriages that broke up, the
woman is last. The family way we raised our children,
structure has been destroyed. how we fend for ourselves at
Nothing that you had, nothing the place of work and how we
that you own is ofany value. gotour education despitegreat
TheYJ~~vebeen given.avalue odds. All these things need to
that says this. The Africans by be written down, because
not valuing what is yours you unless we doit, Black mel! may
are striped to nakedness. empathize, some may even
Because,itdoesn'tmatterhow really understand. Hooray!
hard you try to be a white That's good, but I think the
woman i(God made you black, authentic voice of the Black
be~v,W'yp..u.are:,gQing to die': woman belongs to the Black
,:bl~c;:.k:-·~-·.hd.: 'our ·,_QW:n".~n~" eoneluded Magona.
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their passions allover town. The aptly
named Venus Records, 133 Marks Pl.,
h~ a large selection of rock and jazz
VInylranging in pricefrom $10 to $1 to
more obscure.items like those 'really
cool rare surfhitsfrom The Good Humor
Band for $250.
Likewise, Bleeker Bob's Golden Oldies
Record Shop,.. 118 W. 3rd St., has a
plethoraofoldandnewrecor'dsranging
mprice from $10 to $1:»000. A"God
Save The Queen" 45 by the Sex Pistols
before they were dropped by EMI can
set you back a grand.
F~tl.ight.Records,113 E. 12th St., can expect to be set back $1 to $50 for B h
al h i . ut ~ e most prevalent reason forspeer izes In s ow tunes and movie their favorite spiritual.
so dtra k d favoring the LP is not the price or the
un c s.an pricesrangefrom$10 The Record Mart Inc: in the Times
to $100. Sq - sound. "There'safascinationandallure
. uare subway station has one of the with records. 'Many people associate
The Jazz Record Center, has more largest selections of Latin records inthan 25 000 . 1 .~ records with their youth, and this is a
, tit es in it's 12th floor shop the ci~. Recor.d Mart sells other types h .
W ~"'L S !1 way to angontoit,"saidChrisWeitneron . .t:i071.U t. Prices start at $5 and of mUSIC as well. Prices' start at 99 h .
li b i t e manager of Bleeker Bobs Goldenc m Into the hundreds. cents and end at $10. .""
~. I Oldies Record Shop.
lny ~iUa)60 Carmine Bt., offers a There ar~ a variety of reasons why "I remember when I was a teenager I
large vanety ofR&B LP's, as well as . many mUSlC lovers continue to favor used tosit on my bedroom floor with all
soul and ~ce_m~.reoords.·They':- vinYILP's.Manypeoplestillhavetheir my Ramones records spread out and
also ~t'12-mchSIngles for about $4. turntables and they cannot afford the just look at the covers. Records were
Rocka In Your Head, 157 ~nce S~.:» new equipment ~ play CD's on. An~myfriends,"saidStaceyGannon,fonner
caters to college/alternative mUSIC' even those who have the equipment punk-rockadolescentandcurrentadult
heads.. don't want to pay the higher cOst for . record purist.
C]aSSlcalmusi~canpursuemore.c:cmpactdiscawhicheannmanywhere ... "So, go out and buy thosel'eCOrds.
than 100,000 titles at G. & ARtue . from $13 to $17. So, you end up with ,~s right records. Notacompact
Rec0rd8, 139W. 72ndSt-:» whererecords people who have a record collection of disc, not an audiocassette:» just a good
sell~ $1 to $100. Gospel. devotees' over 300 LP's and 15 CUs. old-fashion~l'Oundblack, vinyl 331/
can ~t Harlem/s Rainbow Music,. a. Others dislike' the sound quality of 3, with a hole in the middle.
lonpime presenee on 12Sth St., and the CD and prefer the sound-ofthe-LP.
Pamela Ross as Teresa. carreno at The Into» Theater
You can hear the voice of Emilita as it Sir Laurence Olivier to'play one ofthe SocietY label.
haunts Carreno, whostruggles through Teenage Mutant Nil\ia Turtles. - "Carreiio" is plaYing at the Intar
the opening performance of Chopin's . Rossis a true virtuoeo,·an exttemely Theatertbrougb May~onWedDesday
"Ballad" in A flat. "I wish I could call talented performer who mixes words, thru Saturday nights at 8 p.m. There
youmother,"the voice in herheadsay~ music'and actingintoa perfectevening areWednesdayandSaturdaymatinees .
"butyouarestillnothingtome.1PUnable of thef:1ter. She performs the..p1ay in· at2 p.m. On Sunday,. there .are
. to finish, Carreno turns and addresses English' during most performances) perfonnances at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
her audience. with a little Spanish and German Ticket prices are $27~50 <$12 with
Although it may seem melancholy:» . thrown in when .convenient. On collegeID).. College groups of 50 or
Carreno's monologue contains some Thursday evenings, the play is' m~inadditiODto~ivingtbelower
very funny moments.· Slle tells ofher .~~en.ti~lYin.Spanivh,whieh ~te, ~y~ a paet-perfOrmance
performance beforePresidentLinco~ ISlnterestinglnl~f8JneeRosadoe8Ji't diSCUSSIon WIth Ross. The~'ln~r
whO bas her play his fa.vori.te. tune, speak tI:tel~. ". . ..:. _, Theat:er , part «~ ~~_~e.
"'.Dto_.~<~::·,~'~'·"~-"'iBS.~-.r~-','-;(If.~.!•.~.. . ~AriaCeDter"Jf."'.'UIJ.J __ :'_.i . - ..." ~t--7 ~ atJ1iltll,l!l f , ft~<- n.I" ': ~. ~ *,_.~~::~~~~. ,
~ t- .~?V_--...... _..);? .....Mv;;;;;m- ~:~ ~.:.~ .~..·ie '£.~.:':;: _~~;:
her _ a ehild'jiftJdigy st.awtIIstto p1aj ---.-- - .a~ ~, - -~, _. ~':":" .. _~:~,,,..
, the tunewithonefinger.lt'sHkenking alaoa~ableon the·)fWlicalBeriilie ,':. '. ..





Hyou're a diehard vinyl fan you're
not alone. Despite the faddish
popularity. of compact discs and
audi?Cassettes, there are plenty of
loyah.sts outthere: clinging to a Leslie
Gore cut-out on line at the local Tower
Records, J:>ehind hundreds of yuppies
whosomehow are able to buy ten $15
CD's at a shot. '-
~e r~ord is the most endangered
species In the music business jungle.
Sales ofcompact discs have nearly left
record albums ~n the eight-track crypt.
. In 1990:»!iPproXlmately.300million CD's
were sold. Only 11.7 million LP's were
sold in the same year - a 66.2 percent
drop from the year before and a
horrifying drop from the 332.8 million
sold, in .1980, according to figures
recently .released-,;by the Recording
Industry Associa~on.
TheCitYs large chain stores like Sam
Goody, TheWiz, and theunaptlynamed
Tower Records (whohave exiled what's
left ofTower vinyl to the Tower annex)
carry mostly compact discs and
cassettes.
But th_ere are still record stores
throughout Manhattan where diehard
LPfans can flip through bins and bins
ofvinyl from the letter A (...ACIDC &
Aerosmith) through the letter Z
(...Frank Zappa & ZZ Top).
Rockandjazz aficionados can indulge
By Rafael Olmeda
Teresa Carreno (1853-1917) was a
turn-of-the-century pianist from
Venezuela whose life was scandalous'
for her time.
Pamela Ross is an accomplished
pianist herself: as well as an actress.
At· the_ Inta¥Theater:» located on
theater rowon weSt 4:2nd St.:» Carreno
and Ross become one...
-Carreno," written by Ross and .
directed by Gene Frankel ("The.
Blacks"), is a one-woman show about
the tempestuous life of the early
feminist, a woman show wouldrather
have been known as Teresa I than
Mozart n,
On its surface, the play chronicles
Carreno's life by dnterweaving her
search for her daughter with
explanatory notes on how she came to
marry a total offour times. However,
the show goes beyond this simplistic
boundary and what emerges is a
character study of' a woman who is
surprisingly all but forgotten by most
musical texts.
Ross immediately introduces
Carreno's torment to the audience,
which sees her backstage reading a
letter from her daughter, Emilita. The
produc:tofthemusician'efirstmarriage,
Emilitawas given up for adoption
without. CarrenO's knowledge by her
husband, who was jealous of his wife's
growing fame which increasingly
eclipsed his own.
. Carreno spends her life searching for
Emilita. The adoption agency refuses
to cooperate' with her. She seeks fame
simply \ to accumulate the clout and
moneY8heneedstD~rsuadetheagency
to rewal· herchnJfJbter's whereabouts. .
. .n.~~~."'·Enp1jt;aia.a.
. .1".'.•': II.·.··"'.-': . '.&".-.. . '1.•.·;;,----:. "~·iit,.,,,,,,,,.p 1IlI~., ~ .., .- .._'. .
mDiiW aMee.·8etin 1895. It
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plans' are·' to take some -McDOiiough-went'on, «tOhave
H M d· equipment money and buy an the library and the ComputerYPer e Iaadditional .'. ~acintosh'Center work more closely. computer, whichw111 be used together."'nie idi~8:beingthat
solely-to developwhat-f:ire '. oneperson-withexpemse
Aylman added that the called HyperRef .programs." would become a resource
feedback from students was McDonough added that these, person on campus for anyone
positive. programs will be targeted to .. who want to develop
Ten classes averaging . specific tools in' specific' instructional programs using
twenty-five students per class disciplines, "Since we are a HyperMedia~ For example,
participated in the simulated business-oriented school, we . student clubs wanting to
library tour guide. Aylman may develop HyperMedia exploit' the capabilities of
expeetssixty-eight Freshman programs to teach students .' 'HyperMedia, they would go to
Orientation classes may use how touse Simmons Guide to this person and get help in
HyperMedia, if some of the Media and Markets:» or how to designing those programs for
logistics are worked out with use ABlinfo." theirneeds. Thelibrary's focus
. the Computer.Lab, "We may -In' the new building, fornowisgoingto~theuseof
have to schedule the exercise library spaceisgoingfrom two Hyper'Media to teach
out of the class sequence, so to four·floors. Sin~ a large. .information'retrieval skills,"
that student can use the Mac increase in staff is not The principal software on
lab on their own during lab anticipated, interactive which HyperMedia is being
hours," Aylman said. machines are desired so develop~d··is the Apple
Although it is possible to students who want to Jearn Macintosh software
extendHyPerMediabeyondits . how to. use tcols. can teach -apphcation HyperCard.
presentboundaries-intosome themselves.·. The plans now HyperCard is an Information
areas of the Liberal Arts. are for the library to develop m-anagement tool kit which
curriculum, there are no programs geared toward allowsitsusertocustomdesign
immediate plans for doing so. researchandtowardstrategies . programs .for ~ t~, easy
. Chief Librarian. Kristin in finding information'. managementof various kinds
McDonough says, "our next "There is a movement," ofinformation. In the lingo of
the Macintosh world, the
programs created are called
"stacks." A HyperCard stack
can be created with graphics
and text, or graphics and
animations orvoice directions.
Commenting on the
. operational design of
: HyperMedia, its former
.;. director, associate professor
Eleanor Langstaff said, "One
of the ad·va-ntages of
HyperCard is that -it:· 'is a ..
relationalorassociational data'




simplifying. asset is that
srudents do not need to follow
"""a--~ttenee:---Hk.·.:eti!.·~t. . --~ , ~
instructional software. In
HyperCard,youcan movefrom
step one to step four, or to step
seven.
- .,-. What Baruch's HyperMedia
users will not have to WOrTy
about, is the often mind
boggling command functions
of most IBM .software.
Adopting to ~he point-click-
drag style ofthe user-friendly
Macs, userswillbeab1e tornove
around freely in the data base.
The System Analyst, Madlin
Ford, a recent graduate of
Baruch, currently doing
graduate studies at Rutgers
University in Library Science,
thinks that using the Macs
more seriouslyasa tool to teach
students how to do research
and how to find information, is
a good step for Baruch, which
traditionally is an IBM
dominated school. Why should
we care about HyperMedla?
"You should care about
HyperMedia," Fordanswered,
"because it's expandable."





only do the Macs in .the
newsroom have the hard disk
storage space for CUNY Plus,
(the stack developed by the
. library to familiarize students
with . the CUNY on-line
catalogue) but the· on-line
capacityofthe newsroom could
assistjoumalism studentswho
are doingresean:h andneed to
use CUNY Plus. The proper
networIdng of the' new
technologies' _will increase
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By I,aminelassn8 Parks media project has run its
Last spring they tested its course, HyperMedJacontinues
research potential on one' of to expand. .
Baruch's marketing classes. Used to guide students
They also designed a stack for through the physical layout of
junior high school students to the library during freshman
assist them in using libraries orientation this semester,
more ~ffectively. In the HyperMediawasveryeffective.
summer, they exhibited it at Its provided instruction in an
the MacAcademia conference exciting, "user-frrendly"
at the Rochester Institute of manner, and retained the
Technology. . . integrity of course' objectives.
Baruch'sHypezMediaprciect This was done using the
is a library reSearch database growing Macintosh computer
in its embryonic stages. With lab.
the creative use of the Apple The Director ofStudent Life
Macintosh computer Carl. Aylman said, "W~
equipment, the nerve centerof ' accomplishedtwo things. First,
HyperMedia:» many . students were able to explore
possibilities remain for the the library without physically
pioneering Library walking through there. They
Instructional division. explored what's available, and
Although the federal grant where thingsarekept. Second,
which allowed Baruch's wewerealsointroducingthem
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individually, Deep Purple are
the best musicians around.
Jane's Addiction is this year's
hot new band (even though
they've been around for four
. years). Their show at Madison
Square Garden was... well it's
~ hard to describe a band like
this, so the most appropriate
adjective I can think of is...
unique. The music was
outstandingifnot loud enough
andthe bandaltered the tempo
of the evening masterfully.
They even had a dance floor
clearedoffin front ofthe stage.
They climaxed their set with a
resounding version of. "Chip
Away," which features Perry
Farrel's screeching vocals,
while the other three members
played drums on large beer
coolers. It was strange, but
definitely exciting to see and
hear.
Moving on: Temple Of The
Dog is a new outfit featuring
__~~~~rsof~~~.!Q(~l:to
have not ,brokt\n.. up!), .and
Mother Love Bone.
Guns-N-Roses'ch,1e in stores
on June 13. First single is
"Don't Cry Tonight," released
June 6. They'll be in
Connecticut withUt .the' .next
.two weeJtB and right·heJoe in
New York in the middle of
summer.
Also on their way to New
York soon is the irrepressible,
Motorhead. Do not, I repeat,
do not miss these guys. Look
for them to play The Ritz.
59th street Bridge. One of
Hannon's friends was Tom
Zutant,Geft"enA&RExeeutive,
who signed Motley Crue and
.Tesla. '
Desmond Hom anticipates
the band'. second album.
HopefU1lyforthelistenerasake
they will-juSt mellow out with
theil'mJMieandnotAi_that
much harclccn.
gave it to him without really
knowing who he was, but then
again all newbandsgive tapes
top anyone who~ks. Hannon
invited, the group to Tesla's
mixing oCtheir seeond albUm,
and Hom obliged'the ofFer by
,8sJring him to an imFO!DPtu
.performance where King of




With the summer only a few
months away, we can all rest
easy knowing we're coming up
on our long awaited summer
break. However, concert
season has just begun. And
swinging through the Big
Apple lately were Deep Purple
and Jane's Addiction.
DeepPurple, who was formed
way back in 1968 (even before '
Led Zeppelin), played their gig
atRadio City Music Hall. They
still have the same class Mark
II lineup; Ritchie Blackmore
on guitar,RogerGloveron bass,
drummer Ian Paice, Jon Lord
on keyboards, but. the vocal
duties have been passed from
,IanGi11ian toJoeLynnTUrner.
Even though the new album
SlavesAnd Masters has not
been the hit the band sought,
the new songs held up
, surprisingly well on stage, and
, tl).e new song "Fire In The
,,_" _J3_~_~:I!!~E!,:.~~ ,t)1..!!.,~tiect.
example, ofit.
Among the classics played,
"Burn," "Black Knight,"
interplayed with "Child In
Time," "Lazy," and "Highway
Star"werecoo1. Somesurprises
'~::~,<;.I : included a version of Ritchie
, ft BlsckmOl'e's'Rainbow's.-z.ong
1:, LiVeBoek-n~Ron"andaversion
~ of Jnni Hendrix's "Hey JOe."
~ And, orcourse, the encore was
" ~ «Smoke On The Water," (what
v.<'-""i e=~the show I was and still
~ am convinced that
job of making over Nikita's
appearance while she is in the
training program. She -sits
Nikitadown on frontofa mirror
and commands her to smile.
She triesbutcannot..However. ,
lateron in the story, shelaughs
like a schoolgirl with Marco,
who has helped her to liberate
her inner self.
Wri ter and' Director Luc
Besson shows thathe's equally
skillful with both violence and
romance. But the film is top-
heavy with violence and we
come away with the image of
Nikita "mowin' em down" with
her automatic weapons as
opposed to a "born again"
woman redeemed by love.
"La Femme Nikita,"hasbeen
nominatedfor nine Cesars, the
French equivalent to the
Oscars, Butbeware, theentire
movie is inFrench, and to keep
the consistency, ,there are
subtitles instead of dubbed
voices.
"/N.t
New RocJe Band King Of.KingB.
Danceteria, Limelight,
CBGB's, Pyramid and the
Palladium. KingofKjngsalso
played all oyer the San
Francisco area.





and asked for a tape, Hom
subversive agent. When she
"graduates" she is given a new
identityandallowed to reenter
the real world But, she must
always remain on call at a
moment's notice' for an
assignment.
~enNikitameets Marco
she falls in love with him,
realizing that there is another
way oflife. In the beginninghe
is compliant, agreeing to ask
no questions about her past,
buteventuallyhefinds outand
understands. ,
Anne Parillaud gives an
extraordinary performance.
Shehas the capacity to explode
into violent action. She
actually makesyou believe she
is a terrorist. She shows both
her emotional and romantic
depths as she screams for her
mother to save her during the
mock execution, and when she
falls in love with Marco.
In a cameo role, Jeanne
Moreau as Amanda, has the
Another jazz ballad is a
catastrophe song, "WrittenAll,'
OverYou.-
The only song that is worth
listening to is MSeason ofEve:
a hard rock tune with a piano
exi t and a great lyrical
performance by Desmond
Hom.
In April 1988, the band was
brought together by Desmond
Hom. «t started in hard Core
and peace punk bands arid' the .
first song i ever wrote was
called 'King ofKings.' It was
about the glorification of
famous people versus the
pariah of' the bum 'on the
subway, an angry song. When
it came to name my dream
band, the title seemed
appropriate,· said Horn.
Hom wrote all 'of the songs
for the album, sings and plays
bass. .Kevin O'Neal (guitarist)
was taughtjazzguitaratmusic
-school, coupled with drummer
Gus' .Hart. They have
performed in New York City
hot ~pot clubs. such AS
...




Written and Directed by Luc
Besson, the film "La Femme
Nikita,"isa successfulmixture
of violence and romance, due
chiefly to the casting of the
three principals: Anne
Parillaud, the star, as Nikita;
Jean-Hughes Anglade as
Marco, her lover and Tcheky
Karyo as Bob, a sinister
professor who recreates her
life.
The film opens with a
frenzied scene of violence in
which Nikita and her pals rob
a drugstore. In the ensuing
battle with the police, Nikita
kills one of them. Tried and
condemned she is given an
injection, waking up to find
her life has been spared on
condition that she train ina
govern~entterroristprograr.n.
For the next three years she
is under the tutelage of Bob,
who diverts her rebellious
energies into' a controlled
French Filmmakers Luc Besson's "La Femme Nikita. ..
King ofKings, an authentic
rock band of the nineties
doesn't really relate to what
this decade ofmusicis ready to
start out with. For a debut
album they have a variety of
sounds that are displayed; but
they don't capturewhatpeople
would be attracted to.
In the song, ,"Phantom Show
of Space and Time a sanskrit
mantra," a chant of classical
literary language of ancient
India) tries to carry you
through the album in
meditation. Unfortunately, it
does not sueceed. ,
*Shame,'t- another song of
their self-titled album, has, a
jazz endmgWithgoodrhythm,
but it doesn~ do-,anything for
'the-~- in' the·-be,ginmn.a.
.,", ~ f':) ~'rfJsrfwB'N~rQt 9rl :f.RtG
KING OF KINGS
,::;' ·King OfKings





He's rude, crude, obnoxious,
offensive and America Loves
him. He's Andrew Clay
Silverstein a.k.a. Andrew
"Dice" Clay or "The Dieeman."
He's the only comedian to ever
sell out Madison Square
Garden, where side one of his
latest recording Dice Rules,
was made.
The second side was recorded
at the Rascals Comedy Club in
New Jersey, on October 25,
1990. While thefiTst side was
, made during the February 21
and 22 shows at the Garden.
The strangest thing about
"Dice"is thatsome ofthe things
he says are genuinely funny,
butyou feel guilty for laughing.
He has been caned a racist and. . -,' . ',.- .... ' '. - ,..
a chauvinist, but in reality
, ,
cannot be accused of bigotry
since he attacks all groups from
women to homosexuals with no
one in between missed.
The new album Dice Rules
comes with the parental
advisory printed on the cover,
but the most offensive line in
the whole routine doesn't
contain any profanity or
derogatory remarks. Andrew
"Dice" Clay calls himself the
.king of comedy, and that's just
pushing it a little too far.
Granted, he did sell out
MadisonSquareGardenfor two
nights, and major concert
arenas from here to LA, but
does that allow him to be
labeled the king .of comedy.
It just doesn't make ~f8'
When I think of the king of
comedy, names like George
Carlin, Richard Pryorand even
Eddie Murphy come to mind.
But, neverAndrew"Dice" Clay.
Don't get me wrong, his routine
is funny, but thiskingofcomedy
stuff has got to end. If Clay is
still around 25 years from now
(which I seriously doubt) then
he can call himself the king of
comedy. When he does stand
up 'for almost 30 years, like
Carlin and Pryor did, then I
will be more than willing to
attend the crowning
ceremonies. But as for now,
he's just a funny guy, who has




of comedy, and 25 years from
now he'll be just 'another has-
been Comedian. I don't think
he has what)t, takes to ever
dethrone the real kings of
cam~. and ifhe ~'t)ijte
that heknowe what'he ean do.
ANDREW "DICE" CLAY
,Dice RUles







program. The calypso starved
crowd went wild, ~nd,his
perfOrm~ewentdOwn,~elt-'.. :.
The second'roUnd was the
clash of 'the giants, and as a'
result of the successful nature
of the show, the crowd was
treated to a two hour party
after the results. The judge's
results came back and in
everyone's opinion was quite .
fair, with first prize going to
KenleyJohn withThe Teasers,
"Them can't done, them can't
done, girl ymimn't nothin' but
a teaser."
hehadthe audience outoftheir
seats, rollingand howling with
laughter. He was especially
good, and demonstrated a
marked difference in that he
did not for one moment get
vulgar or nasty. Everything
was kept clean and I must
reinforce, this guy was
phenomenal.
With the audience now in a
real festive mood, the Me made
the announcement, "The
second round of the lip-
synchirig will now begin.
Ev~rybodywent wild because
the OJ introduced the round
, with a Shabba Ranks.
Apparently the crowd had
anticipated that the big guns
were the ones in this round.
The~defending champion did
his thing to Shabba. He was
.then followed by Kenley John
.with teaser. This guy had the
crowd, with the teaser being
the only calypso on the
music started and the crowd
went wild.
With the precedent set, the
mini-play or skit as it is called
was introduced. As usual in
relation to a Caribbean event,
it was good. The talent was
definitely there, and the actors
demonstrated a high level of
professionalism. High praise
must' be given to the writer,
director' and star for such a
great performance anti
production.
As if that was not enough, a
stand-up comedian was
introduced. Ifanybody needs
a dose of laughter as a
prescription , this guy is
certainly the remedy. He was
exhilaratingwithoutanydelay,
© 1991AffJIe CompuJer, Inc, Apple, theAMJle logo. MacinJosb.1IJserWriler and"Ibepower to beyour bes"are registered trademarks ofApple Compute: Inc.
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Introducing the affordablePersonalLaserWriterLS.
Now you can get impressive, professional- rich, high-definitio~ graphics at arate of up
looking documentswithouthaving towaitin to four pagesper minute. .
long lines to use the laser printerover at the And, perhaps bestof all, Ifs from Apple -
computer lab. designed so now you can get everythingout
The Personal LaselWriter$ LS printer is the of aMacintosh" computer that Apple ~
most affordableApple' LaserWriter ever. Ithas built into it. Not just the power to look
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The atmosphere was electric,
the crowd was at that point
contented, but as is widely
known, human needs are,
insatiable. They wanted more
and more they got. By now I
have you wondering. Well, the
occasion was the lip-synching
competition sponsored by the
Caribbean Students
Association as part of the long
awaited for, campus wide,
Caribbean week ofaetivities.
The show got started with a
bang, with the M..C. giving his
opening remarks. Then the
audience got a taste of what
they came there for.
The first roundofcontestants
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all thirteen cuts on the- album have al -.-' .
--. ~ .. ~. .
r l...ythm s·-that are • +_~_ " . bum... Tony D IS cons~tly "-"-- toI. gOIng wu Ifoeep your' diSCJtedi .~J'~ __ -
head~?pin'. Thes~outc~asfar'-':' album _t _~eral whi~.rappersdD his
as mUSIC,. are concerned are the title' . ~gly o~ous to.the
faet
trac~-~ppin'FunkyVerses.IIrCh k' that he 18 wJy.te.. ',Qne S~Guld take in
to
The- Elevation- and "Bu .n" On~ __ accou~t.what on!~~.,l~:t:t_~S!i~_mad!
Line.·' ggJ ofberore he taKes up tl1rOwmg bricks.
The production is crisp and clear' I~'s uP. to you t?e.listenertO once
thoughout th-e album Th . agam decide what IS Importa
nt to you
. e expenence . Ivri If
gained from Tony's production ofother mUSIC or yncs. you~ pl
ay funky
Rap groups definitely has paid off for . be~tsre~~essofthelyncsthenTo
ny'
him on this work. I can'tknock theguy D. s alb~m IS ~efintely f()T.yo~. But if
on either his music or his rod cti you can t W81t for the SIngles
to be
skills. But his lyrics ar.e a ~om~ete~; rele~ed and pray for instrum~ntal
differ t to ' versions.en s ry. B' h thi
.After impressing me with his ~usical emg t at is is the l~t B-
Sm~of
ability Tony D insisted upon annoying' the semester I want to WIsh w
ell to all
me with themostre.petitive lyrics that ofmyreade~.Alwaysrernember
before
I have heard since Whodini's "Bi
YoU co~pl81n~ut how lousy some
MDuth." I~s not that the word$re~.. ;e11 paid c10~ ~s (~g.. ~~C Hamme~,
themselves somuch as the fact thatone b~m1aJ:e, ~Hl'Vanmli)someone
IS
self degrading theme keeps occuring uytng. . records. ~fo~ yo
u make
throughout, several of the cuts on th . that ml~~e check the B-SIDE
.
e Peace and Pm 5000
W1wdini N~eds S~meMagic To Make This One Work
The moze strildngoftbe two.is. -Us
MlserabJes,· based .. on De-Iac:roix's
painting, "LibertyLeading the People,"
The figures have distinctly Chinese
features and approaching Red Army.
tanks are visible in the distance. The
. bodies littered in the foreground and
portraitsateach corner, the miserables
ofthe title spill outofthecentral Picture,
onto the paintedframe surrounding it.
It is as ifthe canvas can't contain the
horrorofthese events. Chen intends to
"...do it over, but bigger and with more
detail."
In direct contrast to these more
serious works is the piece, 4l{,ong Live
Chainnan Mao," (1988) by ZhangHong
Tu. Mao's face is sUPerimposed over
that ofthe Quaker on the Quaker Oats
box (shad~sofWarhol pop culture).
The spirit of the exltibit is ~t
exemplifiedin theT-painting"Eastand
4OWest," (1978) by 40-year-old Xu Jian
Guo. It is inspired by a painting
discovered is a tomb dating back to the
2nd century B.C., portraying the
journey of the dead through Daoist
. realms of the underworld, the earthly
mortliUsand the heavens. ItisSymbolic
'of the journey of these brave and
talented group of artists from their
homeland' and expresses hoPe for
understanding and unity between the
two cultures.
The exhibit runs froiD April 26 to
May 27 in the Baruch. OollegeArt
Gallery on the main floor of the
AdministrativeBuildinga Admissionis
.free to all Baruch ·students, 'and there •
will be an artiat'~symJ*iumon May 6
on the'3rd floor of the same building
from noon to 1:30 p~m.
were readilly apparent. The exbibit
is small, butric:h jD"variet.Y~ .: .-
All of the artists have emigrated to
the U.S. within the past 10years. The
artists, theirfamilies and friends and
.... the organizers mingled with Baruch
students.': ~ :There was both live
traditional music and refreshments
offered to celebrate the opening. The
artists were enthusiastic and happy
to discuss their works. Victor Besso,
the President of the school's college
funci, expressed the sentiments of
many present.
~terworks, (with the exception of
36-year-old Gao Xiao-Hua's sensitive
study of wrhe Sisters") show more
Western influence. After Mao Tse-
Tung's death in 1976, restrictions on
artistic freedom were lifted·. The
fusi()n of these artists and Western
styles resulted in these works. One
notableexampleofthisisthestunni~.
still life "'Moon Reflection & Lotus
Flowers," (1990) by Xiao Bai Li. The
water color on ri~ paper is sharply
delineated and the execution is crisp
and colorful, with delicate gold
highlights. The style is more abstract
. than typical Chinese stilllifes..
What brought a great deal of
attention and excitement were two
worltsthat were grim reminders of
recent events. Two 'works by Chen
Dan·Qing pay tribute to the student
protestors in Tiananmen Square in
.Beijing. Shortly after the massacre
. Chen was inspired to paint the two..
-wlle-n I saw what was happening
.over there~ I felt. 1 had,to.P to 'IQY
studio and paint these,· said Chen~
China," is fantastic. The openingworks
from 12 Chinese Artists.
The exhibit features two pieces, one
done by the artist while still in China
and the other after arriving in this
cOuntry. Thus, changes in style were
...
, '-
It'salmost that time. YouknowTHAT £ d - . •
1M o~ar In this case) it's just
plain
T E. The time for all ofus to rejoice bonng. Rap music has been c
alled
in the coming of the end of another many things in it's history
some of
semester. Notice howthis time always themjustified, some notbutbo
ring was
comes exactly when you are about to never one of them until now. Th
ere is
swear to quit,school anyway. Thus we no other way to describe it
except ..
have come to a point in one group's life Wh~ni has just gone OUT.
'
where they should begin to consider I usually like to point out t
he finer
. calling it quits. '. and not so finer cuts on the alb
ums that
Whodini has a new album out on I review. In thiscase I was hardpr
essed
M<?A Records by the name of Bag.A- . ~ find anything to warrant bein
g
TrlX. Unfortunately, if you buy the ~ngledoutonthisalbum.I onlywonder
album the trick will be atyour expense. did MCA Records confuse W
hodini's
Mter all of the latest releases by both album with,their label mate G
uy? No,
es~lished'and new a:n'sts you would that couldn't be because Guy makes
think that as an establIshed group you music closer to Rap thanWho
dini has
would ~~t to make a good showing. achieved~inyears.
~u~ this time for Whodini this simply Now on to a somewhat more pleasant
isn t the c~. note. Ifyou have been listening
to Hip
Bag-A-Tnx leads the listener (but Hop in the past two years chanc
es are
not fo~ !?~) o~ a ~asty trip through that you have unknowingly heard
this
Whodim s ImagInation. On this trip ( next man's work. Droppin' Funk
y
from ~hat ~ cangat~er) Whodini Verse~ on 4Th B'Way. Records
is.
fantasizes being a straight up Urban brought to us by Tony D. a.k.a
, Harvee'
Contemporary (R&B for !OU older Wallbangar. Coming straight outta
readers)group. N~progresslsmadea.s . Trenton,NJTonyD.hasbeenpr
oducing




torele~~s~bum ~_~~final product. !'lowhehas turnedto'producinghimse':(




WIthout tellIng their fan (no fan down with the Five Percent Nat
ion..
shouldn~tbe plural). This album isn't On Droppin' Funky Vers
es Tony
even.activa, As a matter offset it's not D. manages to bring forth the
true
even retroactive (whichwouldbe a step meaningofthe word BEAT. Ju
stabout
East Meets West in.. --
BaruchArt-5aHery
By Barbara Hernandez
From paintings to sculpture, works
in mixed media to watercolor on rice
paper, from the somber to the
humorous, the current exhibit at the
Baruch College Gallery, IIrChanging






is with all Dead covers.' Zevon' .. would.make Jerry Garcia and
has 'opened up shows for the Bob W~ir proud:,- .
Deadduring the 80'sand says, Elvis CosteUo;ptdJebly one
-Vou haven'tlived una1 you've . or" the -most"---:un:dliT.rated
swung with the Dead." musicians ofthe last15years,
Young bands like Jane's covered ·Ship .of Fools."
Addiction pumped newlifeinto Costello added his unique
the old Dead song, "Ripple," .brand ofsoul to the classic and
Bassist Eric A says, IIr} was a, provides'a .steady dose of .
GratefulDeadfanaticbutdon't . emotion throughout the song.
tell anyone ...it might be The cover sounds ever so
.detrimental tomyimage." The slightly like his classic'
ironyis thatifsomeonelistened IIrAllison."
to the Dead 20years ago, some The biggest surprise on the
would have thought that to be album was Lyle Lovett's cover
detrimental to their image. of"Friendofth~Devil."Lovett,
The best cover on the album without his large band gives
has to be country star Dwight themostinspiringperfonnance
Yoakam's "Truckin.m Yoakam on the album. He transformed
captured the true spirit of the . ~end of the Devil," to a
song by adding a special beautiful and almost ethereal
country touch to it. Though voyage. Lovett's jazzy version
most people could consider is sure to bearock radio hit.
"Truckin'" a country song as it Bruce Hornsby and the
is, but Yoakam and his RangecoverllrJackStraw"and
growling successfully takes on for thefirst timein theircareer
that "...long, strange trip." It they don't sound like Bruce
Hornsby and the Range. This
could be attributed to the fact
that Hornsby has replaced the
late Brent Mydland on
keyboards in more than one
Dead show. The influence is
clearly on the song.
Los Lobos do a more upbeat
version of "Bertha," and
Suzeanne Vega does a down
beat version of "China DoI1.~
The album has many artistic
contrasts going for it. The
Indigo Girls, The Cowboy
Junkies, and' a new group
called The Harshed Mellows
(consisting.ofMike. Campbell,
The Heartbreakers and new
comer Michelle Malone)
provide nice harmonictouches




...... . --lS--·one-.. ,~·I
compilation thatyou can truly .
call a compilation. The songs
on the album are .a great
representation of the Dead's
long and never ending career.
Lyrically, the songs by Weir
andGarciaarecynical, hopeful,




covers, very little was done to
change the songs. They sound
like theoriginal songs theDead
recorded, with a few upgrades





the true spiritofthe Dead. The
easy and re1axing style, the
take a day off approach to life
the Dead have. One would be
advised tojustsitback on their
day offand getinto some Dead.
Sophomore_
a song they did, -marfRat" is
MlO's contribution to the
compilation and they have put
their unique sound into the
Dead classic. The noticeable
differencebetween thisversion
and the Dead version is the
harder and darker edge to the
music. Midnight Oil added
their pessimistic touch to the
song.
Warren Zevon· recorded .the
classic "Casey Jones" and
pickeduprightwhere the Dead
left off. By adding his own
zany touches to it, like his
bouncy piano style~ Zevon
pickedup thetempoofthe song.
Tms~owdhavefit~rlecton
his album The Hindu Love
God's. The cover is so good
youmightnotmi-ss theoriginal,
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Indigo Girls andLos Lobos are
just some of the bands paying
tribute to the Dead.
All of the album's proceeds




themselves to saving the
endangered rainforests.
Each musician on the album
I
hadtheirownpersonal feelings
.about recording a Dead song.
Australia's Midnight Oil had
never heard a Dead song until
theywereapproachedbyArista
Records for a contribution to
the album. Lead singer Peter
.Garrett summed' it up best,
"'Seeing as the Dead have
outlastedfive U.S. Presidents,
theleastwecoulddo was record
one oftheir songs. And record
Seminar leaders playa vital role in helping students
adjust to Baruch College. In addition to offering advtee and
encouragement, leaders discuss topics related to academic. .
and nonacademic responsibilities and opportunities: ex-. "-
plore the factors involved in planning a course.ofstu(jy and
selecting a career. During the twelve weekly freshman
seminar sessions, freshmen .have the opportunity to talk~
with and obtain support and advice from student and
faculty leaders.
: Send to: carl Aylman. Room 1747. 360 Park Avenue South or by man
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To celebrate 25 years of sold
out shows and FM radio
clasSics; like IIrCasey Jones,"
IIrShakedown Street,"-rouchof
Gray: -rruckin'" and Uncle
John's Band," Arista Records
has put together an all-star
lineup covering 15 of the best




Zevon, Jane's Addiction, Bruce
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Sony is the only company cur-
rently that has a line ofHDTV
equipment available. They de-
veloped the 1125-60 system.
Butoncecompetition develops,
thekey playerswill beToshiba,
Hitachi, Panasonic and Ze-
nith.. I feel that the U.S. will be
more stronger in terms of
broadcast capabilities than in
production capabilities.
TI': What is the future of
HDTV? Do you think it will
succeed or will it be a flop?
MD: It will definitely not be a
flop. Like music: CDs tookover
the1'8COrdindustry7 HDTVWll1
render the current NTSC for-
mat obsolete. Once people see
how much better picture qual-
ity is possible through HDTV,
they will definitely get excited
and buy the product.
TT:. Finally, what is REBO
doing with HDTV technology?
MD: Well. we were the first in
the country to have HDTV
equipment. We have produced
over70 commercials, documen-
taries and animated pieces in
the new technology. In 1987,
REBO entered the Canne's
Advertising Festival with the
firsthigh definitionmusicvideo
ofJohn Lennon's "Imagine,"
We are pushing the technol-
ogy in terms of defining the
market place, establishing cli-
enteleandeducatingpeopleon
the effective uses ,ofHDTV. In
the corporate arena, REBO is
workingoncreatingtradeshow
presentations in HDTV. By
playingback whatwehavecre-
ated on high definition laser
discs, we cancreate a image as
big as 30 feet across with no
deterioration of picture qual-
ity.
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Mr. HDTV himself, M£Chael Dambra.
IT: When will High definition cassette., so consumerscanget
television be mass marketed cinemaqualitypicturesin their
to consumers? own homes. Consumers will be
MD: That's hard to say. The able to rent fWl lerigth fea-
price must definitely come tures on laser disc and play
down from the $35,000 + range them on HDTV monitors in a
to more economical levels...The - closed circuit system. The Ia-
main issue HDTV is facing is ser disc players will available
the broadcast standard issue in the near future at cost of$6-
witn-th&FCC.~-tbatis- 7 jOOO-t&eensumer-a.-As-eoono-
resolved, HDTV will experi- mies.ofscale daYelo~the.price
ence tremendous growth, es- will dramatically go down.
pecially the the laser disc in- TT: Once HDTVis available in
dustry. The HDTV laser disc the mass consumer market,
carries 20 times the digital in- who will be the major players?
formation of a standard'VHS MD: Well, as I stated earlier
from a recent interview with
Michael Dambra, vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing.
The 7icker: What is high defi-
nition television?
Michael Dambra: It is a elec:
tronic imaging form that is
similar to NTSC television for-
mat, which is currently the
standard for video and film'
production. It is also a tape
sy~temthathas higherlines of
resolution than NTSC. It has
1125 lines of resolution and
creates 60 images per second.
The higher resolution and en-
hanced images per second cre-
ate a much more life-like im-
age than is currentlyavailable
on any broadcast media.
IT: What stage of the product
life-cycle i's it in, or is it still in
the research.and development
stage1
MD: In terms of product life
cycle, we'at Rebo have been
working with HDTV for over
six years, so we are way be-
yondtheresearch/development
stage. We alreadyhave second
generation HDTV equipment
whichisall digital atthis point.
We are currently working in
the Japanese 1125-60 system,
started by Sony Corporation.
Sony's system is the only one
that is -eurrently-ftmetioning,
and they have a complete line
ofHDTV equipment available
in the market. The European
1250 and US 1050 system are
still in the research and devel-
opment stage.
Paving The Way For High D'efinition Television
By Aasish Vaidya
REBO Studio, located at 530
West 25 St., is a Production
and new media company, and
is the international leader in
the development of high defi-




U.S. company to own and use
HDTV - a wide-screen elec-
tronic image medium that de-
pictSadetailedptcmte consid-
ered solely film's vocabulary,
while at the same time bring-
ing the immediacy of real life
associated with video. As soon
asREBObegan usingHD, they
began to define and expandit's
potential. The REBOteamhas
a proven track record with in-
novations in software tech-
nique as well as hardware de-
velopment.
Today, REBO may be best
known for its pioneering work
in HDTV, its technology and
applications. But they have
always been innovators. Dur-
ing their first years in the mid-
1970's, REBO Studio became
one oft}:le first facilities to use
videoin manyofthe same ways
in which film had traditionally
been used-shooting on-loca-
tion, single-camera, and docu-
mentary style'programs. Con-
tinually pushing video tech-
niques forward, REBO Studio
has enhanced video's creative
potentialandexpandeditslan-
guage to new dimensions.
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of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep~
We've produced more top scores on tests like the
l.5AI GMAT GRE and MeAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kapl~n
Prep]" you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.
aSTANlEY H. KAPIAN
& TaI<e Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
..... 'T
1 - "Out For Justice"
2 - "Mortal Thoughts"
3 - "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II"
4 - "The Silence OfThe Lambs"
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came in third place as a team.
The fee of the competition
was' $25.00 for individual
. matches and $30.00 to com-

























By David A. Amir Negron to start the game, and opener(10-8~14-9). The games
After breaking the long los-when .' the rookie got tired he were described as "aslugfest,"
ing streak with a win over had to pitch tired. "The coach by 'catcher Andrew Scrivani.
StevensTech, Baruch went on had no moves,~ said captain In game one Captain .Alex -
to ·win the next three games. Eric Grossman. Lopez hit a 'home run' and se-
Thatfour-gamewinningstreak Baruch then played six nior Robert Serrano·pitched a
was the biggest highlight of games in four days, ·but they completegameandgothis sec-
the season. came away with one win. ond win.: Game two featured
Baruch started the mini-. To start things .off Baruch homerunsbySeanBarrowand'
streak by beating Nyack 13-4 lost two to Lehman. They Iost : rookie Mark Esckorff.Barrow
on a complete game perfor- 9-1 in the opener. Baruch was also had a triple.and a double
mance by Jimmy Crespo. held hitless in that game. 'on the daYJ-&riY8ni.had five _
Crespo was the first States- Game two wasn't any better: hits and Washin~nZurita
man to toss a complete game they lost 7-2. reachedbase·eight~es.Still
this year. It seemed like the Inthe neXt twogamesBaruch Baruch managed to lose game
game where eveIYJ?ody. broke could. have had two wins but, . two. .
out of their hitting slump. because they couldn't come up Baruch then headed for the
Baruch then won two games with four runs, theyJosttwo CUNY tournaments'held at .
against a weak Hunter team. games (3-2,.3-1)~Theywasted College of Staten Island.
It wasn'ta blowout,buta win's brilliantpitchingbyAlfie.Orta .Baruchmeet CCNYinthefirst
a win. andJimmyCrespo. -rhewind round, a repeat ofIast year's
Things then seemed to go was blowing out." said Coach tournament. Playing against
back to normal, unfortunately Sheehan. That is exactlyhow the same team as last' year,
Baruch started loSing again...J'ohn ..Jay. scored. their. WDS. '. Baruchatarted the same
They lost 9-4 to Orta gave up two wind-aided pitcher, and had the same re-
. Manhattanville. Itwaaagame home·nms.Pitc1rlng the sec- suIt. Funny tbingis that this
of the invisible team because . ond game Crespo gave up only is another game tIult Baruch
Baruch only showed with half two earned runs. could have won. Qrta:wasdo- o
a squad. ·Coach Dan Sheehan .Baruch. then split a dOtIb1e~·· inga gr.tjob~UDtilhniredin
sent rookie 2ndbaseman Tony . headerwith CCNYwinniDgthe t~ seventh. The..scoJ-e.!,as2-
1"in the the sixth before every-
. -'-' _._ ..0..... . -. "." '.' -- •.•........-. __ ·-thin-g-re1ra-~:CCNY-seored·---······
Kicks IntoActioi1:=y~ns~~~~~d··.
. baseman Esckorffand Negron
'each dropped routine pop ups.
can get pretty expensive to When the team finally ended
support a team. the inning the coach had a
R says, "tbepeopleineharge simple message for the team
ofthee1ubbudgets stated that' he said, ep()INTBLANK·YOU
a teamcannotusemoneygiven SUCK,"aeeordingtolastyear's
from stu.dent government f«rookie ofthe year Jose Rivera.
outside activities. They have "Maybe he Said it to get us
to be sanetioned and the atb- pumped up,.said Crespo.. But
letic department has to give .whatever thereason the team
that money." was down and out. The playoff
"This is not fair," says R ~f gamewasplayedwithoutemo-
thegovemmentgivesusmoney . tioo or feelings. "Our first
it is our business as to how we baseman has no heart," said
use it." Every Semester it is one playerwho-Wished-to-stay
the students that pay bard anonymous. The sou.rc:e sa.JS
earned money into the DSSG. of the first baseman, ~e
~t'8 :great for keeping in wouldn't dive for a ball." This
shape,· ~y8R. But, with all is the same first baseman that
thepowerorconeentratioothat committedhisfii'sterrorin the
karate gives you it is possible playoffgameand wasa1so tied
that it can also gives yOu a forhittingthemosthomenma.
great deal oftroub1e. A person On the Saturday May 4 the
that can use his hands as team will play Lehman Col-
we-apon (karate) must notify lege in the first round or the
the police. '1t's really danger- Knickerboker tournament.
ous ityou loose control," says Don'texpeetBaruch to pull off
the instructor. a miracle or a' win, sob)' the
Fortunately R has neverhad time you are reading this you
crease in to use his skill on the streets,should~yknowhowmuch
the budget, and after a quickdemonstra- they lost by. .
"next se- tion of his capability, for the . . What is this team missing?
mester two sake'of the attaeker he will "A power hitter," says
sports will never 'have to. Grossm~.~ year the only
be can- R is a student at Baruch and offense was Jeff Strab.. This
celled" so .also has a black belt. year there was no outstanding
there is no way that the-com- R did say that ifhe was at- hitterbutsmall individual con-
mittee will vote to approve a tacked bya man With a knife tributiOns. '.. -when the pitch-
new sport. Next Dr. EI1g ex- he wouldn't hesitate to hurt . ing was there the. hitting
plains that "all varsity sports the .criminal:88 fast.88 poe- wasn't," says Crespo.
must have a paid head coach." sible, and ffhehad tohe would .
Tacking that factor as well as kill him." . ~ .
traveling, uniforms, and other ;
expenses intoecneideration, it
from each other."
A few. weeks ago the club
went toSt. Johns university to
compete. There are three ways
in which a competition can be
held. Contact, light contact,
and no contact. This was a
contact competition. R says
that, "aecumulation of points
and(individual) wins, wins the
tournament. Clean techniques
gives you points." So how did
Baruch do? Pretty good. They
returning player Atsushi . Baruch Baseball Tealll
Uchida. The duo of Espiritu ... /
~;s:~~;=;~rWl·nsFour I.·.nA Row..
additions tothe team. .
Coach Cheng says that he,
"feels very. good about the
team." The big win comes at
the perfect time becauseit will
give the team momentum
heading into the CUNY cham-
pionship on the weekend of
May 10.
'The CUNY championship
will be heldat CCNY. Coach
Cheng says that the courts at
CCNYare not "idealsurfaces."
abe floors are of some type of
rubber. Most matches are
playedon hardorclay surfaces
and only the CCNY players
will benefitfrom the courtcon-
ditions.
"They didvery well lastyear,"
says coach Cheng referring to
CCNY, hosting last years
championship. .
The coach would like to have
·thechampionshipplayedatthe
National Tennis Center. But,
that is costly and there is the
matter of who will pay for it.
The Smtesmen haw one
match left and three make ups
before the championship.
"We try to match
people up at
different levels,










By David A. Am.ir
The scene: You're walking
down a dark and deserted
street in the evening hours.
You're a mugger andyou see a
man roughly 15~
160 pounds and
about 5' 7" tall. .
Question:.Doyouor





happen to be the
leaderofthekarate
club at Baruch col-
lege and ifyou test
him, he just might
KILL you. 'nlat's
right,KILL you. . .
Several members .
of the Baruch ka-
rateclub, including
the leader asked
not to have th~ir
names mentioned




The club has .""
roughly' 10 mem- .' "bers, not including I....- ...J
the students that
just go to the meetings to prac-
tice.
During the meetings each
athlete shows another athlete
a certain technique for a spe-
ci:ficpurpose. -vie·trytomatch




After ten 'rain delays and
three losses the tennis. team..
came up with a crushing win
overYork college on Saturday,
Apri127.
"The win on Saturday was a
big~"sayscoachDr. David
Cheng. Captain Mark
Espiritu says that, "we could
havewonever:rmatch thisyear
if all the players would have
showed up." They did on Sat-
urday.
The team won 9-0 against a
Yorkteam thatshowedupwith
. onlyfourplayers. Coach Cheng
says that York has "good play-
ers." They played four singles
and only one doubles match.
Two singles matches and two
doubles matches were for-
feited. The winners of the
singles matches are: Hagai
Yedid .(last years CUNY
Champ), rookie Joseph Shiau,
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Recent reports in the New York Times and.the
Washington Post note that The Middle States
Association, the accrediting bureau which con-.
ducted a review at Baruch College last year has
had their authorization delayed pending review.
The Middle States Association brought Baruch
into the national spotlight when they deferred its.. ---
accreditation in March 1990. They identified a
paucity of minority faculty and a poor retention
rate of minority students as two key components .
for their decision. After submission of a plan of
action detailing steps to be taken to improve this
situation, by the Baruch administrators; the ac~
creditation was approved in June.
Therewas, and continues to-be, some significant-
fall-out from the entire episode. President Joel
Segall resigned citing personal reasons, thepostof
Vice-President for Student Developmentwas cre-
ated, the affirmative action office was beefed-up
and a new emphasis was given to the hiring of-
more people ofcolor, particularly in the School of
Business.
Middle States is being taken to task, at the .
federal level, for their attempts to make colleges .
and universities accountable not only for their
academic out-put, quality of faculty, library of-
ferings and so on, but also for a commitment to
diversity. The new secretary ofeducation, Lamar
Alexander, notes that he hasreservations about an
accrediting association taking the diversity of .
college's faculty ana-studenr population into. ac~ ..
count. This is atougher stance than thatadopted
by the former Secretary, who was of Hispanic
descent Mr. Alexander believes that such "pre-
scriptions of racial and gender balances could
undermine academic freedom, threaten distinc-
tive colleges and create racial hiring quotas.' He
went on to say, " In light of the enormous variety
among colleges and universities in this country,
should a regional accrediting agency dictate to
institutions whether or how they should balance
their students, faculty....by race, ethnicity, gender
or age?"
This attitude is in keeping with the tone of the
Bush administration and reflects the recent deci-
sion whichprobibitstheawardingof'federalfwlds
to colleges which set-aside scholarship aid for
minority students. It is also interesting that this
determined effort is being undertaken by Mr.
Lamar, when the former Secretary was seemingly
forced out because he wouldn't rubber stamp these
aggressive policies.
It is patently clear that Middle States policy does
not dictate racial balance. In fact they are trying
to balance a key component of the college; a
component as important as its libraries. There is
no question that there is a need for more faculty of
color, nor is there any doubt that the retention of
. students ofcolor is a significant problem: Baruch
is smack in the middle of a very diverse social
environment, and the entire college should reflect
this fact. The time is long overdue for universities .
- to beheld accountable in this regard, particularly
a university with the mission ofCUNY. This goes
back to the catch phrase ofa 'level playing field'
that President Bush spoke so eloquently about in
his nationaladdress earlier this year. Minorities
are simply seeking someequanimity, why is it so
unjust to have it in our college system.
Formerly known as the, Senior
Bash
OPENBA
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Onlv a FE\V~ Tickets Left...
This is what you have all been waiting for. Enjoy a delicious dinner abo
ard the
Spirit of New York, and then dance the night away to the music of our liv
e band : .
or our DJ. Then sit back, if you want, and enjoy the view as we Cruise ar
ound
the .Hudson. This willdefuitelybe a night to remember.
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